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Abstract

Multirate systems have been an active research area in recent years due to their wide 

range of applications in control, digital signal processing (DSP) and communication 

systems. This thesis aims to carry over control-theoretic methodologies to develop 

design and estimation methods for multirate DSP and communication systems.

A composite error criterion is proposed to capture all three traditional distortions 

for the multirate filterbank-based transceiver model that is a unifying framework 

able to encompass existing modulation and equalization schemes. Incorporating 

noise attenuation and filter bandlimiting properties into this error criterion, an op

timal design procedure is developed and applied to the transceiver design, yielding a 

finite impulse response (FIR) transceiver tha t has good frequency-selectivity proper

ties and is close to perfect reconstruction. A least squares solution is given in closed 

form in each iteration for which the algorithm is easy to implement. Next, the 

stopband energy and passband magnitude constraints are directly incoporated into 

transmultiplexers design, thus taking a step forward in addressing practical issues 

about frequency selectivity. Further, in order to design transmultiplexers with low 

implementation complexity, a novel method is developed and it can not only achieve 

close-to-perfect reconstruction but also obtain most appropriate filter length. The 

recursive feature of the algorithm greatly improves the computation efficiency.

For crosstalk estimation in digital subscriber line (DSL) services, a multi-channel 

multirate DSL model is proposed and a multirate recursive least squares identifica

tion algorithm is developed. Following this is the analysis of the convergence rate,
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and an upper bound of the parameter estimation error is given. When the model 

order is unknown, a recursive algorithm is developed to identify the crosstalk model 

order and parameters simultaneously.

Finally, several open problems are listed as our future research directions.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

1
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1.1 M ultirate System s

M ultirate systems, namely, digital systems with signals of different sampling rates, 

typically consist of downsamplers that decrease sampling rates, upsamplers that 

increase sampling rates, and linear systems for filtering of signals. M ultirate systems 

have wide applications in the area of control [14], identification [27, 29], signal 

processing [89], communications, econometrics and numerical mathematics. There 

are several reasons for this [9]:

• In large scale multivariable digital systems, often it is unrealistic, or sometimes 

impossible, to sample all physical signals uniformly at one single rate. In such 

situations, one is forced to use multirate sampling.

• Multirate systems can often achieve objectives that cannot be achieved by 

single rate systems.

• Multirate systems can provide better tradeoffs between performance and im

plementation cost.

The study of multirate systems goes back to late 1950s [49], The idea of block

ing started with Kranc in 1957 for a multirate sampled-data control system. A 

renaissance of research in multirate systems has occurred since 1980 with increasing 

interest in multirate control, multirate signal processing and communications.

• In the control community, two directions of research stand out: first, using 

multirate control to achieve what single rate control cannot, as well as the 

limitations of doing this, and second, the optimal design of m ultirate con

trollers [14],

2
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• The driving force for studying multirate systems in signal processing comes 

from the need of sampling rate conversion, subband coding, and their ability 

to generate wavelets [89].

• In the communications community, special multirate systems can be used as 

a unified model to characterize a wide range of communication systems [68].

1.2 M ultirate Signal Processing

M ultirate signal processing, providing an efficient way in processing signals via re

sampling (upsampling or downsampling) of the original signals by an appropriate 

factor, has recently received much attention and has been widely applied to sub

band coding for audio, image, and video, signal analysis and representation using 

wavelets, subband denoising, speech processing, and so forth. Different applications 

also require different filterbank designs and the topic of designing one-dimensional 

and multidimentional filterbanks for specific applications has been of great interest.

Recently, multirate signal processing has also found increasing application in 

digital communications [21, 96]. Multirate building blocks are crucial ingredients in 

many modern communication systems, for example, the discrete multitone (DMT), 

digital subscriber line (DSL) and the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 

(OFDM) systems as well as general filterbank precoders, just to name a few.

In general, multirate signal processing systems have many different structures; 

multirate filterbanks and transmultiplexers seem to be the most important ones. 

Much research in the past decades has dealt with the signal reconstruction problem 

for these multirate systems, see [89, 16, 17, 18] and the references therein.

3
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1.2.1 Filterbanks and transm ultiplexers

One important issue in multirate signal processing is the design of multirate filter

banks. A filterbank is a system of parallel filters. It usually consists of an analysis 

bank and a synthesis bank and is designed to separate an input signal into subbands 

and then to recombine these subbands. Between separation and recombination the 

different subbands may be treated in different ways (e.g. for data compression). 

Compression of audio signals is a typical filterbank application. By using filterbanks 

it is possible to represent signals more efficiently, and without any perceivable loss 

in quality.

A nonuniform multirate filterbank is shown in Figure 1.1. If the ensemble average

M - l

Figure 1.1: A general nonuniform filterbank.

of the energy of the signal varies greatly in different frequency bands, it will result 

in a high coding gain. In an M-channel maximally decimated uniform filterbank all 

channels have the same downsampling factor qi — M  and upsampling factor pi = 1. 

The design technique for these filterbanks are well developed, and it is generally 

possible to find filters so that the exact replica of the input is reconstructed in 

the output [89]. In a maximally decimated uniform filterbank, the bandwidth of

4
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the filters should be equal to jj  based on the Nyquist sampling theorem. In a 

nonuniform filterbank, the sampling rates are not the same in all channels, and thus 

filters in different channels may have different bandwidths.

Transmultiplexers are systems that convert time-division multiplexed (TDM) 

signals into frequency-division multiplexed (FDM) signals and vice versa [89]. The 

FDM format is often used for long distance transmission, whereas the TDM format 

is more convenient for digital switching. Generally, according to the sampling rates 

of the input signals, transmultiplexers can be divided into two types: uniform and 

nonuniform ones.

A schematic diagram of an M-channel uniform-band transmultiplexer is depicted 

in Figure 1.2: M  signals xq, x \ , • • • , x m - i , with the same sampling rate, are com-

X\

t  M I M

i Mt  M

t  M i M

Figure 1.2: An M-channel uniform-band transmultiplexer.

bined together (TDM —> FDM) through the upsamplers by a factor of M, |  M, and 

the synthesis filters Fq{z ) ,F \( z) , - ■ ■ ,F m - \ { z )\ then the combined signal is coded 

and transm itted (not modeled), and processed (FDM —> TDM) through the analy

sis filters H0(z), H\{z ), • • •, H m - i {z ) and the downsamplers by a factor of M, f M, 

yielding reconstructed signals xo, x\ ,  ■ • •, x m - i -

A general nonuniform transmultiplexer built with traditional blocks is shown in 

Figure 1.3, where M  signals Xi {i = 0,1, • • •, M  — 1), with different sampling rates,

5
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Xo

M -

T P i

iPOT qo

T q m - i

T po

I
I P M - 1—

Figure 1.3: A nonuniform transmultiplexer using traditional building blocks.

are synthesized by m  synthesis subsystems formed by the upsampler j  pi, LTI filter 

F i , and downsampler J, qi (qi < Pi) .  Then, these signals are combined into a single 

channel and are transmitted (not modeled). In the receiver end, the combined signal 

is analyzed through M  analysis subsystems consisting of the upsampler |  qi, LTI 

filter Hi, and downsampler [ pi, and hence generating the reconstructed signals x t 

(i =  0,1, • • •, M  — 1).

In general, transmultiplexers and filterbanks are the dual of each other: A trans

multiplexer can be obtained by interchanging the analysis and synthesis parts of a 

filterbank. A nonuniform transmultiplexer is obtained by interchanging the analysis 

and synthesis parts of a nonuniform filterbank. Contrary to a uniform transmulti

plexer, a nonuniform transmultiplexer is not an LTI system, because the input of the 

different channels may have different sampling rates. A nonuniform transmultiplex

ers can be used for the interconversion of input signals that have different sampling 

rates between the TDM and FDM formats. It should be noted that the design of 

filterbanks can be extended to transmultiplexers, and vice versa. Therefore in the 

following literature review, we will not consider them separately.

6
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1.2.2 Overview on the design o f filterbanks/transm ultiplexers

The first book in the area of multirate signal processing by Crochiere and Rabiner 

[25] in 1983 has triggered a tremendous growth of research activities in this field. 

The ability to process signals at multiple sampling rates has made it possible to 

reduce costs and improve performance in applications ranging from control engi

neering, signal compression to communication systems, in consumer entertainment 

products and sensor networks. After a decade of development (from 1983 to 1993), 

the theoretical work in multirate signal processing appeared to have reached a cer

tain level of maturity, and then a detailed historical survey of the literature till 1992 

was elaborated in [89] by Vaidyanathan in 1993. During the last decade (1993 to 

present), multirate signal processing has consistently been an active research area 

due to their wide range of applications in signal processing and communications.

In the following, we have generally classified current research on design of filter

banks or transmultiplexers into two categories based on their different perspectives: 

signal processing and control.

Perspective from Signal Processing

A major thrust of research in the design of filterbanks/transmultiplexers has fo

cused on methods for achieving perfect reconstruction (PR), defined as the property 

wherein the reconstructed output signal is simply a delayed version of the input sig

nal. There are several established types of PR filterbanks, the most popular of which 

are the paraunitary and the biorthogonal varieties, as well as a spates of others.

As the theory of filterbanks developed, more attention was given to systems 

employing aliasing cancellation, like two-band QMFs (Quadrature Mirror Filters), 

octave-band QMF tree-structures, and other efficient filterbanks. The PR filter-

7
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banks began with the solution for the two-band system [24], and was later extended 

to multi-channel filterbanks [89]. As the traditional distortions (aliasing, magnitude, 

and phase) can be separately analyzed in the frequency domain, most of the early 

theoretical analysis and design methods were based on the frequency domain analy

sis. Filterbanks can also be formulated in the time domain, which was originally 

proposed in [60, 61]. Nussabumer’s pioneering work [63] on pseudo QMF banks 

provides approximate alias cancellation, which is acceptable in some applications.

It is the invention of polyphase decomposition [8] that makes the multirate signal 

processing practically attractive. It enables the designer to carry out all computa

tion at the “lowest rate permissable within the given context,” and reduces the 

computational burden [89]. HR (Infinite Impulse Response) filters can provide a 

computational advantages over FIR filters that are designed to meet the same spec

ifications. However, in multirate signal processing, this advantages of HR filters do 

not carry over to their use in sampling rate conversions because of the computa

tional burden. By departing from conventional structures to the polyphase network 

[8], one can arrive at a unified framework that leads to a computationally efficient 

implementation of both HR and FIR filters in sampling rate conversion. For HR 

filterbanks design, see [87] and references therein.

In the past few years, the design of signal-dependent filterbanks has attracted 

the attention of the signal processing and data compression communities [86, 91, 

101, 59]. These filterbanks are designed to match the statistical properties of input 

signals. Such filterbanks are designed to optimize a particular objective, e.g. coding 

gain or a multiresolution criterion, adapted for a specific class of input signals. For 

simplicity, the analysis and synthesis filters are often chosen to satisfy an ortho

normality [91, 59] or biorthogonality [86] condition. In the orthonormal case, the 

optimal solution is an infinite order principal component filterbank (PCFB) [90, 6],

8
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whereas in the biorthogonal case, the optimal filterbank is a PCFB with a parallel 

bank of half-whitening filters in the middle of the system [91, 59]. In the case of FIR 

filters, optimal signal-dependent FIR filterbanks were designed by using an iterative 

algorithm in [83], and general two-dimensional FIR principal component filterbanks 

were developed in [101].

More recently multirate systems have found application in digital communica

tions [96, 4, 37, 21, 51, 93, 92, 52, 42]. It was shown [68] that redundant filter

bank precoders offer a unifying discrete-time model that encompasses a wide range 

of digital modulation and coding schemes [96, 92], such as orthogonal frequency- 

division multiplexing (OFDM) and discrete multitone (DMT), fractional sampling, 

(de-)interleaving, as well as multiuser transmissions such as time division multiple 

access (TDMA), frequency division multiple access (FDMA), code division multi

ple access (CDMA), and the most recent discrete wavelet multiple access (DWMA) 

schemes. The research on multirate systems has been receiving new stimulus by 

envisioning the fact that redundant filterbank transceivers provide a common m ath

ematical model in digital communications.

P erspective from Control

Sampled-data control systems are periodic (not time-invariant) continuous-time sys

tems [14], while multirate filterbanks are periodic (not time-invariant) discrete-time 

systems [89]. Therefore, control-theoretic concept of model matching carries over 

very conveniently: It enables system theory to be applied to the m ultirate systems 

design for optimal reconstruction.

In the following, we briefly review the design of multirate systems starting off 

from the control perspective by different research groups.

9
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• W ork  by  Shenoy, et al.

The idea of optimal model matching is central in modern control theory. The op

timal model matching approach to multirate filter design was advocated by Shenoy 

in [70], as was the possibility of using H qo optimization. Shenoy, Burnside, and 

Parks [69] formulated the problem of ^-induced norm and model matching for 

discrete-time periodic systems. They showed that the problem can be converted 

to a frequency-domain one of norm optimization of the alias component matrix 

of the error system. They also observed that it is equivalent to convert this problem 

by blocking of signals to get an LTI error system. However, they did not treat the 

multirate filterbank systems.

As earlier methods for deriving multirate specifications may yield inappropri

ate structures, Shenoy [72] studied the alias-component (modulation) matrices that 

permit systematic specification of multirate structures, and are easily incorporated 

into model-matching design procedures.

• W ork  by  C hen , et  al.

Since achieving perfect reconstruction alone will not necessarily result in good 

coding of the input, Chen and Francis [15] proposed a two-step design method to 

avoid designing analysis and synthesis filters simultaneously: One can design the 

analysis filters with regard to coding of the input signal, then design the synthesis 

filters for good reconstruction. In addition, a procedure was developed to design 

HR synthesis filters in a multirate filterbank. The filters minimize the ^-induced 

norm of the error system between the multirate filterbank and a desired pure time- 

delay system, and this criterion is reduced to one of Hac optimization, for which 

there is ready-made software. Further, Mirabbasi, Francis, and Chen established 

the connection between the traditional distortions (aliasing, magnitude, and phase
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distortions) and the /2 -induced norm of the error system, which naturally bridges 

two research topics in different areas: signal reconstruction in signal processing and 

model matching in control [58].

In [79], Shu and Chen studied the synthesis filters design by minimizing the 

maximum energy gain of the error system for a hybrid multirate filterbank. The 

hybrid and multirate problem is reduced to one of H00 optimization involving only 

linear time-invariant, discrete-time systems. The filters designed are robust in the 

sense that uniformly good performance can be achieved for the class of all finite- 

energy signals.

The above work is for uniform filterbanks. A general multirate filterbank system 

with multiple channels and nonuniform bands was studied in [16]. The reconstruc

tion performance was characterized by the worst-case energy gain (iToo norm) of the 

error system between the multirate systems and a pure time-delay system. Using 

blocking and polyphase decomposition, the multirate system was associated with an 

equivalent linear time-invariant (LTI) system whose transfer function can be com

puted by a simple procedure. Note that the proposed method cannot directly handle 

the so-called structural dependency involved in the nonuniform filterbank design.

Multirate filterbanks are linear periodically time-varying (LPTV) systems, for 

which Chen and Qiu proposed several ways to quantify aliasing effect, and also 

studied the optimal time-invariant approximations using operator norms [17].

In [18], Chen, Qiu and Bai proposed a general linear dual-rate structure for 

multirate signal processing, which encompasses the usual multirate building blocks 

- expanders, LTI filters, decimators, and their cascade combinations - as special 

cases. Using such general building blocks allows more design freedom and therefore 

can achieve what is otherwise impossible. This was illustrated in eliminating the 

structural dependency constraint in the nonuniform multirate filterbank design.
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In [56], the general linear dual-rate structure was applied to the design of nonuni

form filterbanks. Further in [57] the model matching problem was casted into 

the semidefinite programming (SDP) framework. The FIR filters involved can be 

achieved by efficiently solving a set of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs).

In [54], the design of uniform transmultiplexers was studied, and a measure based 

on the 2-norm of transfer matrices was proposed to quantify the degree of closeness to 

perfect reconstruction; connections of this error measure to the traditional crosstalk, 

magnitude, and phase distortions were established. Further in [55], using general 

building blocks [18], optimal design of nonuniform transmultiplexers was considered.

• W ork by X ie, et al.

Zhang, Wang, and Xie proposed a new multirate filterbank structure that uses 

a sequential sampling scheme and is different from other mutirate filterbanks where 

simultaneous sampling process is operating [106]. Such a structure can provide 

improvements in computation and implementation.

Traditional methods of converting an M-channel QMF filterbank into an LTI sys

tem via the lifting/blocking [14] usually result in a higher system dimension, which 

may pose some numerical difficulty [110]. In [108], following the sequential sampling 

scheme [106], Zhou, Xie, and Zhang studied the H 2  optimal deconvolution problem, 

and they showed that the H 2  norm of a periodic filter can be directly quantified 

in terms of periodic system matrices and LMIs without using the lifting/blocking 

technique.

A robust and optimal mixed H 2 / d e s i g n  for transmultiplexer systems was 

carried out in [110]. In contrast to existing work [13], where a sufficient condition 

is given, the result in [110] is necessary and sufficient for FIR filters.

• Work by Gu, et al.
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In order to design QMF banks using the least-squares type criterion, Gu and 

Huang [41] proposed two iterative algorithms and proved their convergence. In [44], 

a direct approach (without performing the polyphase decomposition) was adopted 

to the design of QMF banks using optimization techniques.

Further in [42], Gu and Badran extended the filterbank design schemes to com

munications problems. Via the filterbank approach, channel equalization was stud

ied [42], and state-space and transfer function methods were used in deriving the 

optimal channel equalizer.

• W ork by Chen, B . S., et al.

To deal with unavoidable channel noise, multirate Kalman synthesis filters [10] 

were developed to replace the conventional ones achieving optimal signal reconstruc

tion in filterbank systems [10]. In [11], the authors studied the signal reconstruction 

problem for nonuniform filterbanks using the i/oo filtering-based method without 

any a priori knowledge of the input signal and noise, and using the robust Kalman 

filtering-based method when the input signal is unknown but identifiable. Later, a 

mixed HijHoa design was proposed [13] for transmultiplexers with channel distor

tion and additive noise based on the multirate state-space model.

1.3 D igital Subscriber Line (DSL) System s

Since the mid-1990’s, we have experienced a rapid data-rate-hungry evolution of 

the Internet, especially with the emergence of the World Wide Web (WWW), its 

multimedia-intensive contents, and the booming growth of WWW hosts and users. 

In addition, the number of small offices/home offices (SOHO), which often require 

fast access to a corporate local area network (LAN), has been growing steadily in
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recent years. Such high data-rate demands surpass the capability of now mature 

voiceband modems (< 56 kbit/s).

Digital subscriber line technology transforms an ordinary telephone line into 

a broadband communications link, much like adding express lanes to an existing 

highway. DSL increases data transmission rates by a factor of twenty or more by 

sending signals in previously unused high frequencies. DSL technology has added a 

new twist to the utility of twisted-pair telephone lines [81].

1.3.1 D SL system s

While there are many varieties of DSL technology, collectively referred to as xDSL, 

their overall systems are very similar. As illustrated in Figure 1.4, the DSL system

Public Switched 
Telephone Network

Voice Switch

Local L oop '  
(Existing T e le p h o n e  Line)

S u b scrib e r

Internet

C entra l Office

DSL
A ccess Multiplexer

Figure 1.4: Simplified DSL Structure.

consists of the subscriber premise, central office (CO) premise, and the local loop, 

which connects two premises. Primary components of the CO are the DSL Access 

Multiplexer (DSLAM) and the CO-end modem (xTU-C). The DSLAM links the 

DSL traffic to a higher-speed backbone network, such as OC (Optical Carrier)-3 

and OC-12, further connected to a Network Service Provider (NSP), and the xTU- 

C interfaces the local loop and the CO. The xTU-R is the subscriber-side counterpart
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of the xTU-C. For those DSL technologies capable of coexisting with POTS -  e.g., 

Asynchronous DSL (ADSL) and Very High Speed DSL (VDSL) technologies -  POTS 

splitters, which combine POTS and DSL service over a subscriber line, exist on the 

local loop side of both modems. The POTS connections are made to telephone 

devices on the subscriber side and to the public switched telephone network (PSTN) 

on the CO side [81, 82].

1.3.2 D SL reference m odel

As shown in the DSL reference model in Figure 1.5, a DSL consist of a local loop

Central Office

Custom er Prem ises

Network
Interface
Device

/Main
Distributing

Frame

Switch(  Terminal |  
\Equipmeny

Network Line
Termination

■I Repeater
Multiplexer

Local Loop

Figure 1.5: Simplified DSL Structure.

(telephone line) with a transceiver at each end of the wires. The transceiver is also 

known as a modem (modulator/demodulator). The transceiver at the network end 

of the line is called the line termination (LT) or the transmission unit at the central 

end (TU-C). The LT may reside within a digital subscriber line access multiplexer 

(DSLAM) or a DLC-RT for lines fed from a remote site. The transceiver at the 

customer end of line is known as the network termination (NT) or the transmission 

unit at the remote end (TU-R) [81, 82].
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1.3.3 Types o f DSL technology

Several species of DSL have resulted from the evolution of technology and the market 

service [104]. The DSL family includes ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network), 

HDSL (High-bit-rate DSL), HDSL2 (second generation HDSL), SDSL (Single-pair, 

symmetric DSL), SHDSL (Single-pair, High-speed DSL), ADSL (Asymmetric DSL), 

and VDSL (Very-high-bit-rate DSL). Among these DSLs, ISDN, ADSL, and HDSL 

have been standardized by International Telecommunication Union (ITU). ITU- 

T Recommendation G.995.1 [45] provides a comprehensive overview of ADSL and 

HDSL recommendations. HDSL2, SHDSL, and VDSL are currently in the process 

of being standardized. SDSL is not standardized but has been deployed at various 

bit rate up to 2.32 Mbit/s. Characteristics of the above different DSL services can 

be found in [81, 104],

In summary, ADSL and VDSL offer asymmetrical data rates and coexist with the 

plain old telephone services by using the frequency division duplexing. VDSL also 

supports symmetric data transmission. In contrast, ISDN, HDSL, HDSL2, SDSL, 

and SHDSL offer symmetrical full-duplex data rates and uses separate pairs from 

the plain old telephone services [82].

1.3 .4  D SL crossta lk

Crosstalk generally refers to the interference that enters a communication channel, 

such twisted pairs, through some coupling path. The diagram in Figure 1.6 shows 

two examples of crosstalk generated in a multi-pair cable [81, 82]. On the left-hand 

side of the figure, signal source Vj(t) transmits a signal at full power on twisted 

wire pair j .  This signal, when propagating through the loop, generated two types 

of crosstalk into the other wire pairs in the cable. The crosstalk that appears
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Figure 1.6: NEXT and FEXT in a multipair cable.

on the left-hand side, x n(t) in wire pair i, is called near-end crosstalk (NEXT) 

because it is at the same end of the cable as the crosstalk signal source. The 

crosstalk that appears on the right-hand side, x/( t)  in wire pair i, is called far-end 

crosstalk (FEXT) because the crosstalk appears on the end of the loop opposite to 

the reference signal source.

In the loop plant, NEXT is generally far more damaging than FEXT because 

NEXT has a higher coupling coefficient - the near-end crosstalk coupling is ap

proximately six orders of magnitude greater than that for far-end crosstalk. Unlike 

far-end crosstalk, near-end crosstalk directly disturbs the received signal transmit

ted from the far end after it has experienced the propagation loss from traversing 

the distance from the far end down the disturbed wire pair. On the other hand, the 

coupling for NEXT increases at 15 dB per decade with increasing frequency, whereas 

the coupling for FEXT increases at 20 dB per decade with increasing frequency.

1.3.5 O verview  on  th e  D SL crossta lk  identification

One major impairment of the current xDSL systems is the severe crosstalk [81, 104] 

among the telephone lines in the same or neighboring bundles. The severe crosstalk 

not only limits the maximum data rate of any individual line but can also degrade 

the existing services if a new service is added to the bundle. Thus, in the currently 

deployed system, the worst crosstalk scenario is assumed to prevent the breakdown
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of the system. However, this assumption is often too pessimistic in a real scenario 

and, hence, limits the overall performance of the system.

Recently, crosstalk identification in xDSL systems has attracted a lot of attention 

due to the significant benefits of having an accurate description of all cable services 

that generate crosstalk into a given pair [23, 36, 65, 105, 104],

•  First, the crosstalk functions can be used by a multi-user detector in the 

modem to cancel the strong interference from other lines.

•  Second, it can improve the service performance of DSL systems by a better 

spectrum assignment for different users.

•  Third, the crosstalk profiles are invaluable for the telephone operators to main

tain, diagnose, and expand the current systems.

Zeng, et al. [105] presented a method to identify the crosstalk transfer func

tion between different services. A novel concept of an impartial central network 

maintenance center (NMC) is proposed to identify the crosstalk functions for all 

participated operators and feed back the identified crosstalk functions to them. The 

NMC captures the transmitted and received data from each DSL modem for a pre

defined time span. Essentially, the NMC has the knowledge of both the input and 

the output data from different modems. As the DSL modems are not synchronized, 

the time stamps associated with the data from different modems have timing offset 

up to several milliseconds. A cross-correlation technique was used in [105] to solve 

the timing offset problem.

Papandreou, et al. [65] proposed a crosstalk identification method for ADSL 

systems operating in the same binder. The method estimates the crosstalk coupling 

functions in real time, by exploiting the initialization procedure of a new activated 

modem.
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1.4 M otivation and Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to carry over control-theoretic methodologies 

to solve DSP and communications problems, and to develop design methods to 

address practical issues for multirate systems and DSL systems. Our motivations 

and objectives are given below:

1. The multirate filterbank-based transceiver model was proposed [37, 6 8 ] as 

a unifying framework able to encompass existing modulations and equaliza

tion schemes. Motivated by the generality and importance of filterbank-based 

transceivers, we aim to design transceivers in the frequency-domain based on 

the composite criterion that captures traditional distortions. Different from 

the work in [37, 6 8 ] in time-domain, the frequency-domain scheme can easily 

incorporate frequency selectivity constraints and noise suppression into the 

design.

2. The performance of a transmultiplexer system is affected significantly by the 

overall structure and the reconstruction quality as well as by the characteris

tics of the individual analysis and synthesis filters. On one hand, structural 

properties include the number of frequency bands, the bandwidths of the fil

ters, and the overall frequency coverage. The reconstruction quality is mainly 

a function of its ability to reconstruct the input signal at the output. On the 

other hand, the characteristics of involved filters include the passband ripples, 

the transition bandwidths and behavior, the stopband ripples, the phase char

acteristics, the filter type (i.e., FIR or HR), the order of the filters, and the 

computational efficiency of the implementation. Sometimes, a small loss in 

reconstruction accuracy can be traded for gains elsewhere, such as in compu

tational complexity. Therefore, in order to address all of these separate issues
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simultaneously in a single design context, we aim to incorporate some practi

cal constraints on the individual filters into the overall reconstruction design 

by using the model matching methodology.

3. In most existing work on the design of filterbanks/transmultiplexers, the analy

sis and synthesis filters always have pre-determined filter length, which, of 

course, do not consider how to design the most appropriate filter length and 

reduce the overall complexity. Especially, in applications where it is impor

tan t to minimize the complexity of either analysis or synthesis filters, the 

traditional design methods are not suitable. It seems that little attention has 

been paid to this design problem in the literature. In this study, we aim to 

develop a computationally efficient transmultiplexer design scheme that can 

not only achieve close-to-perfect reconstruction performance but also obtain 

designable filter length.

4. The crosstalk among the twisted pairs in the same or neighboring bundles in 

a cable is a major impairment in the current xDSL systems. It is invaluable 

for a service operator to obtain the crosstalk profile because this information 

can be used to facilitate the provisioning, maintenance, and diagnosis of the 

xDSL systems, and to significantly improve the xDSL systems performance. 

However, xDSL crosstalk identification, an emerging topic that is extremely 

useful for service operators, has not been fully investigated. In this study, we 

target at two practical and important problems that have not been studied 

in this area in the literature: M ultirate xDSL crosstalk identification, and 

crosstalk identification in xDSL systems with unknown model order.
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1.5 O rganization of the Thesis

In Chapter 2, we consider the design of filterbank-based transceivers. A composite 

error criterion is proposed to capture all three traditional distortions. Incorporat

ing noise attenuation and filter bandlimiting properties into this error criterion, an 

optimal design procedure is developed and applied to a transceiver design example, 

yielding an FIR transceiver that has good frequency-selective properties and is close 

to perfect reconstruction. As a least squares solution is given in closed form in each 

iteration, the algorithm is easy to implement.

In Chapter 3, we study uniform and nonuniform transmultiplexer design prob

lems. The main contribution is the incorporation of stopband energy and passband 

magnitude constraints directly in the design optimization, thus making an important 

step forward in addressing practical issues about frequency selectivity. The design 

procedure proposed considers both signal reconstruction and filter characteristics.

In Chapter 4, motivated by the facts that shorter length filters offer considerable 

improvements in computation and hardware implementation and that designable 

filter length brings more design flexibility, we propose a novel transmultiplexer design 

method that can not only achieve close-to-perfect reconstruction but also obtain 

designable filter length. The proposed method is based on a composite distortion 

measure -  2-norm of the error transfer matrix of the transmultiplexer. Central to 

the development is to provide an efficient way to recursively design the filters in 

the transmultiplexer and evaluate the composite distortion measure, which greatly 

improves the computation efficiency.

Chapter 5 and 6  are about the crosstalk identification for xDSL systems. Crosstalk 

between multiple services transmitting through the same telephone cable is the pri

mary limitation to digital subscriber line services. From a spectrum management
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point of view, it is important to have an accurate map of all the services that gen

erate crosstalk into a given pair.

Inspired by practical considerations that the transmitted signals are operating 

in different symbol rates in xDSL systems, Chapter 5 focuses on multirate xDSL 

crosstalk identification. In particular, by using the blocking technique, we derive 

blocked state-space models for multirate xDSL networks, and set up the mapping 

relationship between available input and output data. Further, we use the least 

squares principle to identify the crosstalk functions, and study the convergence rate 

and upper bound of the parameter estimation error.

In practice, the model order of the crosstalk function is generally unknown. 

Chapter 6  focuses on the xDSL crosstalk identification with unknown model order. 

A recursive algorithm for multi-channel FIR xDSL systems is proposed to identify 

the crosstalk model order and parameters simultaneously. The most appropriate 

model order is then determined by examination of the cost functions. The recursive 

formulae for the cost function and the parameter estimate are derived, which greatly 

improve the computational efficiency.

The last chapter summarizes the work in this thesis, and outlines some possible 

future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Optimal Design for 
Filterbank-Based Transceivers
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2.1 Introduction

Inter-symbol interference (ISI) is a common problem in telecommunication systems, 

such as terrestrial television broadcasting, digital data communication systems, and 

cellular mobile communication systems. Usually the channel distortion results in 

ISI, which, if left uncompensated, causes high error rates. The solution to the ISI 

problem is to design a receiver that employs a means for compensating or reducing 

the ISI in the received signal. The compensator for the ISI is the so called equalizer. 

For these problems, the filterbank approach [21, 52, 37, 42, 6 8 ] has gained practical 

interest recently.

The multirate filterbank-based transceiver model was proposed in [37] as a uni

fying framework able to encompass existing modulations and equalization schemes. 

Further in [6 8 ], the multirate filterbank-based transceiver model, as shown in Fig

ure 2.1, was studied in detail. The filterbank-based transceiver introduces trans-

v(„)

r(»)

x(n)»(«)

T M

I p

I p

I m

C(z)1 m

Figure 2.1: M ultirate discrete-time baseband equivalent transm it
ter/channel/receiver model.

mitter redundancy using filterbank precoders, and generalizes existing modulations
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including OFDM, DMT, TDMA and CDMA schemes encountered with single- and 

multiuser communications [6 8 ]. Recently in [42], based on the filterbank approach, 

the optimal channel equalization is studied: An optimal receiver filterbank, which 

is a modified Kalman filter, is obtained.

Motivated by the generality and importance of filterbank-based transceivers, 

this chapter focuses on frequency-domain analysis and optimal design issues for 

filterbank-based transceivers. The contributions of this work is as follows:

• Contrary to a time-domain study [6 8 ], our work is developed along the line 

of frequency-domain analysis. Frequency-domain models are obtained using 

the blocking technique. Based on such models, a composite error criterion 

is proposed to quantify the degree to perfect reconstruction. This frequency- 

domain criterion captures the traditional distortions.

•  In the transceiver design, we apply and incorporate the model matching method

ology [16]: Instead of designing for perfect reconstruction, we design for close- 

to-perfect reconstruction with effective band separation. This idea was ex

plored in filterbanks [16] and transmultiplexers [74]. Under some mild condi

tion, one can always get arbitrarily close to perfect reconstruction by trading 

off filter complexity and time delay in reconstruction.

• Control of filter stopband energy is incorporated in our design. This is im

portant, since narrowband noise could induce serious impairment due to poor 

stopbands of filters involved [96]: If the receiving filters have poor stopband 

attenuation, all the neighboring bands would be affected when there is a strong 

narrowband noise. The resulting ISI can seriously degrade the system perfor

mance [64].

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 the blocked model of
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the filterbank-based transceiver and the perfect reconstruction are briefly reviewed. 

In Section 2.3 the transceiver system is analyzed in several aspects based on the 

blocked model. Section 2.4 formulates the optimal design problem as a least squares 

one and develops an iterative design procedure for the filterbank-based transceiver. 

The proposed design method is illustrated in detail with an example in Section 2.5. 

Finally, Section 2.6 offers some concluding remarks.

We conclude this section by introducing some notation. The signals are denoted 

by small letters, e.g., r. r  (underlining denotes blocking) is the blocked signal. r(z)  

denotes the 2 -transform of r.  The systems are represented as time-domain operators, 

denoted by capital letters, e.g., T. If a system T  is linear time invariant (LTI), its 

transfer function (matrix) is written as T(z) .  The notation || ■ | | 2  stands for the 

2 -norm for transceiver matrices.

2.2 Blocked M odels

Figure 2.1 shows the discrete-time multirate filterbank model for the baseband 

communication system [6 8 ]. It consists of the transm itter filterbank Fm(z) (to =  

0, • ■ ■, M  — 1), the receiver filterbank Hp(z) (p =  0, • • •, P  — 1), and the commu

nication channel modeled by the transfer function C(z).  which is assumed to be 

causal and stable. The input serial data stream s(n) and its successively time- 

advanced versions are downsampled by a factor M  to get M  parallel substreams 

so(n), Si(n). ■ ■ ■ SM-i(n)  as shown in Figure 2.1. These substreams are then upsam

pled by a factor P  and processed by filters Fm(z); the combined output u(n)  is then 

transmitted over the channel C(z),  which is corrupted at the output by an additive 

noise v(n), assumed to be stationary and white. At the receiver end, the received 

signal y(n)  and its successively shifted versions are then downsampled by a factor 

P,  upsampled by a factor M, and processed by filters Hp(z); the combined output
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forms the reconstructed signal r(n).

The overall system T(s  > r) in Figure 2.1 is

T = ( A ) C ( S )  =

Here Si and Aj  are the i-th transm itter subsystem and the j- th  receiver subsystem:

Si  =  F i E P D M U - \  A j  =  H j E M D p U - j ,

U being the unit time delay with transfer function z_1.

In the following, we develop the blocked model for the multirate system in Fig

ure 2.1 [42], As we will see later, the polyphase representation will facilitate a 

systematic study of filterbank-based transceivers.

2.2 .1  B lock ed  sign a ls

Let I  be the space of discrete-time signals defined on the set of time set {0,1,2, • • •}. 

A signal a in I  can be written

(a( 0 ), a (l) , a (2 ), • • •}.

For an integer p > 0, define the p-fold blocking operator, Lp, via a =  Lpa (underlining 

denotes blocking):

(a ( 0 ), a (l) , • • •}

a(0 ) a{p) '

a (l)
1

a{p +  1 )

. a{P ~  1 ) . a(2p — 1 )

(2 .1)

Lp maps £ to l p. the external direct sum of p copies of I. If the underlying period 

for a is h, the underlying period for the blocked signal a is ph. The inverse L~ l , 

mapping £p to £, amounts to reversing the operation in (2 .1 ).

In the frequency domain, bring in the p-fold polyphase decomposition [89] for the 

z-transform of a:
p -1

a{z) = 'Y ^ z ~ 3aj (zp). (2 .2 )
l=o
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This representation is unique for a given integer p. Now define the p-fold polyphase 

vector of a as
aQ{z) 
oi(z)

.  ap-i{z) _

This is the 2 -transform of a.

SM-l(z)  ]'

2 .2 .2  B lock ed  tra n sm itte r  filterb an k

In Figure 2.1, the M  substreams sm(n) := s (nM  + m) (m = 0,1, • • •, M)  form the 

components of the blocked input stream

s =  L m s ,

the ^-transform of the blocked input s being

OO

i ( z ) = Y l - ( n )z ~n = [
71=0

where
OO

sm(z) =  s (nM  + m)z~n.
71=0

We wish to do P-fold blocking to the input signal of the channel, u

u =  Lpu.

The P-fold polyphase decomposition of Fm{z) is

p - 1

Fm(z) = ^ 2  z~pFpm{zp ), m  = 0,1, • ■ • , M  -  1.
p~  0

Here, Fprn(z) (p = 0, ■ ■ ■, P  — 1) represent the polyphase components of the m-th 

transmitter filter.

Then, we have

u(z ) = F{z)s{z),
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where the transfer matrix of the blocked transmitter filterbank is

m

Poo(z) Poi(z)
P i o ( z )  Fn(z )

.  Fp-ifi(z) Fp-\'\(z)

2 .2 .3  B lock ed  chan n el

F o,m - i (z ) 
F i ,m - i (z )

F p - i ,m - i {z ) .

(2.3)

Block the channel’s output signal x  and the noise signal v both with Lp,  we can get

x  = Lpx,  v = Lpv.

In light of L em m a 3 in [16], the P-fold polyphase matrix of the channel transfer 

function C{z) is

C(z) =

Co{z) z 1Cp- i (z )  ■■■ z 1Ci{z) 
C\{z) C0(z) ••• z ^ C s i z )

(2.4)

L Cp- i i z )  Cp - 2(z) ••• C0(z)

where Cp(z) (p — 0, • • •, P  — 1) are the polyphase components of the C{z), which 

are defined in
p - 1

C(z) = J 2 ^ PCP(zP).
p=0

Then, the z-transform of the blocked received signal (considering the noise) can be 

written as

y(z) = x(z)  +  v(z) = C(z)F(z)£(z) + v(z).

2 .2 .4  B lock ed  receiver  filterb an k

Similarly as in Section 2.2.2, block the reconstructed signal r

r  =  L Mr,

and define the M-fold polyphase decomposition of Hp{z) as

M —l

Hp(z) = Y ,  z - mH mp(zM), p = 0,1, • • •, P  -  1,
m = 0
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where Hmp(z) (m — 0, • • ■, M  — 1) represent the polyphase components of the p-th 

receiver filter; then we have

t (z)  =  H(z)y(z),

where the transfer matrix of the blocked receiver filterbank is

(2.5)

. H m - \ , i {z ) ■■■ H m - i ,p - i {z ) .

Therefore

f{z) = H{z)C{z)F{z)s{z) + H(z)v(z).

Thus T(z)  = H_(z)C(z)F(z) serves as a frequency-domain model for the general

multirate system (in the absence of noise) in Figure 2.1.

2.3 Analysis

In this section, we study analysis issues such as perfect reconstruction, distortion 

analysis, and the effect of noise.

2 .3 .1  P e r fec t r e co n stru c tio n  an a ly sis

The blocked general multirate system (in the absence of noise) is LTI with T ( z ) =

The transceiver achieves perfect reconstruction if in Figure 2.1 r is a delayed version 

of s, i.e., if there exists nonnegative integer d such that T  = Tj, where Tj  is the

as we blocked T,  we can state a condition for perfect reconstruction in terms of the 

blocked transfer matrices.

H(z)C(z)F(z) .  We can write T ( z ) as an M  x M  matrix:

T o o ( z )  T q i ( z )  ■■■ T q ,m - i { z )

Tio(z) Tn (z) ••• Ti tM_i(z)

_ T m - i ,o{z ) T m - i ,i ( z ) ■■■ T m - i ,m - i {z ) .

(2 .6)

time-delay system with transfer function Td(z) = z d. Blocking the same way
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T h eo rem  1 The general multirate system (free of noise) in Figure 2.1 achieves 

perfect reconstruction iff there exist some integers k and I, k > 0, 0 <  I < M  — 1, 

such that
. r n r.

(2.7)H ( z ) C { z ) F { z ) =  z ~ k ° Z l l [
I m - i 0

where Ii and I m - i are the I x I and (M  — l ) x  (M — I) identity matrices, respectively. 

Moreover, i f  this condition is satisfied, T(z)  = z ~(kM+l) .

Proof: From the previous discussion, perfect reconstruction is obtained iff for some

integers d, T(z )  = Td(z).  To get Td(z),  the M-fold polyphase matrix for Td(z),  write

d = k M  + 1 for some unique integers k and I with k > 0 and 0 <  I < M  — 1; then

the polyphase components of Tf f z )  are given by

-k

o, j  ±  i-

Hence equals to the right-hand side of (2.7) by Lem ma 3 in [16]. The theorem 

is thus proven. □

Theorem  2 Given the channel transfer function C(z),  assume that the transmitter 

and receiver subsystems are stable and designable. Then perfect reconstruction is 

possible to achieve if  the following two conditions are satisfied:

1. P >  M;

2. C(z) is minimum-phase.

Furthermore, if  perfect reconstruction is possible, then P  > M .

Proof:

• Part 1. If P  > M  and C(z)  is minimum phase, then we can always choose 

F ( z ) to satisfy

-k \ 0  z - H xrank < C(z)F_(z) < z
I m - i 0 n M.  (2.8)
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Therefore, taking H_(z) as a causal and stable left inverse of the transfer matrix 

in (2 .8 ), we have perfect reconstruction.

•  Part 2. If the perfect reconstruction is possible, then the rank of the left- 

hand side of (2.7) should be equal to that of the right-hand side, which is M.  

Observing the size of the matrices on the left-hand side, the rank is less than 

or equal to min(P, M).  Therefore P  > M.

□
Remark: Here, for perfect reconstruction, the channel is not necessary to be 

minimum-phase, which is one of the benefits of the introduced transm itter redun

dancy [6 8 ] (as shown in Figure 2.1). This property is attractive because channels are 

usually non-minimum phase in many applications. The following counterexample 

serves to illustrate this advantage.

A counterexam ple: Set P  =  2 and M  =  1. Choose I = 0 and k = 0. The 

non-minimum phase channel is C(z ) =  3  +  and thus by (2.4) we have

C(z)
L

Then we can design F q( z ) =  1, H q{z ) = — | z _ 1  +  3, and H\{z) = 1. By (2.3) and

' CQ{z) z~l C\{z)  ' r 1 
3 z 1Cx{z)

. Ci{z) C0(z) 1 2; 1 - 2 Co(z)

(2.5) we have

F ( z ) =  I  , H { z ) = [ - l z ~ '  + 3, 1 ] ,

Therefore H_{z)C_{z)F_{z) =  1, which means perfect reconstruction (although the 

channel is non-minimum phase.

2 .3 .2  D is to r t io n  an a ly sis

Perfect reconstruction synthesis filterbanks at the transm itter and analysis filter

banks at the receiver allow perfect recovery of communication symbols, but the 

challenges arise with ISI-inducing channels and noise, either of which destroy the
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perfect reconstruction property. Many practical transceivers do not achieve per

fect reconstruction but get close to perfect reconstruction. In order to measure the 

degree of closeness to perfect reconstruction, we shall introduce three traditional 

quantities to measure sources of distortions: aliasing distortion, magnitude and 

phase distortions [89]. These distortion measures are based on the blocked model 

t ( z ) .

L em m a 1  [17] An L P T V  system G with period t can be uniquely decomposed into

G = Gu +  Gtv

satisfying the two properties

(i) Gt% is the optimal LTI  approximation of G in the sense that it minimizes

||G(z) — Q(z) | | 2  over the class of LTI  Q ’s [G denotes the blocked system

L t G L f 1; similarly for Q],

(ii) \\G{z)\\l = t\\GHz)\\l + \\Gfl{z)\\l

Back to our transceiver problem, the system from s to r  is LPTV with period 

M; decompose this into Gtl +  Gtv, where Gtl is the LTI component and Gtv the 

time-varying component. Thus we have

T(z)  = &L(z) + G*L{z). (2.9)

Aliasing distortion in the system is defined by

A D = ||G ^ (* ) | |2. (2.10)

Even if AD is zero, and then the LPTV system reduces to an LTI system Gu , 

it may still have errors in magnitude and phase compared with the ideal time delay
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z d; define the following quantities

1 / 2I fZK
-  yo ( ig v w)i - 1)

r i  /“27r i i/z
PD =  |  — J  sin2  [ZGtl{eiu') + du] d w \  . (2 .1 2 )

(2.11)

2-k  ̂ 1/2

Note that MD and PD are defined across all frequencies: (MD ) 2  is the energy 

of the magnitude distortion, and PD the energy of sine of the phase distortion 

<f>{u) = ZG H(e*'w) +  dw.

Next, we propose a composite distortion measure which captures all the three 

types of distortions and is relatively easy to use in design. The new distortion

measure is the 2 -norm of the blocked error transfer matrix:

J = \ \ t ( z ) - i ^ z ) \ \ 2.

Such a measure is appropriate because in the next theorem we establish connections 

between J  and the three types of distortions discussed earlier.

Lem ma 2 [55] Let G be a stable LTI  system. Comparing G(z ) with the time delay 

z~d, we have the following inequalities:

\G(e>“) -  e~id“\ > ||G (e^ )| -  l | , (2.13)

\G(e>u) -  e~jdw\2 > sin2  [ZG (e'w) +  du>] . (2.14)

Theorem  3 AD and MD relate to J  via

AD2  +  M {MD ) 2  <  J 2; (2.15)

whereas AD and PD relate to J  via

AD2 +  M (PD ) 2  <  J 2. (2.16)
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P roof: Prom (2.9) and Lemma 1 we get

J 2 = \ \ ± { z ) - U z ) \ \ l  = \ & )  + G H ( z ) - U z ) g  (2.17)

=  M\\Gti( z ) - z - d\\22 + \ \G^(z) \\ l  (2.18)

Note (2.10) to get

j2  =  AD2 +  M\\Gh{z ) -  z - d\\22.. (2.19)

Now by definition,

1 r27r
||Gu {z) -  z~d\\l = —  /  |CF(e>u) -  e - ^ | 2  du. (2.20)

2 tt J o

Invoke Lemma 2 to get

\Gu {e>u) -  e~jd“\ > | |G4*(e-,'tt’)| — 11,

-  e~jd“\2 > sin2  [ Z G * ^ )  +  du\ .

Combining these two equalities with (2.20) and noting the definitions of MD and 

PD in (2.11) and (2.12), we have

\\Gti(z) -  z - %  > MD,

|| Gti( z ) - z - %  > PD.

The proof is complete by noting (2.19) and the above two inequalities. □

Then it is clear from Theorem 3 that all distortions (AD, MD, and PD) are 

bounded above by J . Therefore it makes sense to minimize J  in transceiver design 

because this suboptimizes the three distortions simultaneously.

2 .3 .3  N o ise  su p p ression

In Figure 2.2, q(n) represents the noise effect at the receiver end. If we want to 

minimize the root-mean-square value of q, it is equivalent to minimize the 2 -norm
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v(n) ■> ?(«)

-ip

I p

I p

I p

H x(z)

Figure 2.2: A model of the noise effect at the receiver end.

of the blocked transfer matrix from v(n) (standard white noise) to q(n). Therefore, 

the objective function for attenuating the output noise effect can be

J n  =  \ \ m z ) h -  (2.21)

Fortunately, minimizing the objective function Jjv is consistent with not only 

minimizing transm itter power but also maximizing bit rate. We will show this in 

the following. For simplicity we assume that s(n )’s are Pulse Amplitude Modulated 

(PAM) symbols. Assuming that s(n) is a random variable with 2b equiprobable 

levels, its variance represents the average power Pw in the symbol s(n). For the 

purpose of variance calculation, the model of the noise effect q(n) at the receiver 

end can therefore be taken as in Figure 2.2. Let be the variance of q(n). Then 

the probability of error in detecting the symbol s(n) is [64]

p= = 2(1 - 2T e ( ^ 5 ^ ) .  (2.22)

where Q{y) =  e^u2^2du/ \/2n.
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1. M inim izing transm itted  power: Since the Q-function can be inverted for 

any nonnegative argument, we can invert (2.22) to obtain [93]

where the function /?(•,•) is certain function related with the inverting oper

ation. The above expression means that if the probability of error has to be 

Ve or less at the bit rate b, then the power in s(n) has to be at least as large 

as Pw. Let us assume that the bit rate b and the probability of error Ve are 

fixed, the power required depends on the distribution of noise variance <7 ^.

2. M axim izing bit rate: Revisiting the error probability expression (2.22), let 

us now invert it to obtain a formula for the bit rate b [93]

If we assume that the probability of error V e and the average power Pw are 

fixed, then the bit rate b increases with the decrease of the distribution of noise 

variance afr

2 .3 .4  F req u en cy  s e le c tiv ity  o f  filters

Filters with frequency selectivity are of particular importance in communications 

systems. In order to obtain better bandlimiting property, we minimize the stopband 

energy of filters involved. To see this, take the objective function(s) for Hi in the 

receiver filterbank as an example; we have

where Qh, defines the stopband frequency interval(s) for Ht . Similarly, Jp, can be 

computed.

Pw =  P  (V e , b ) X (7g,

(2.23)
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In this chapter, we will consider only FIR filters. The frequency response of a

real jV-tap FIR filter Hi is given by

N - 1

Hi{u) = ^ 2  hi(n)e~jn“ = hf fc iw),
71—0

where

h f  =  [ hi(0), hi( 1), hi(2), hi (N  — 1) ] ,

$ (co) =  [ 1 , eJW, ej2w, • • •, ei(N~1̂  ] .

(The superscript H  indicates the complex conjugate transpose.) The objective func

tion in (2.23) can then be written as

JH, = hjQihi,  (2.24)

where the fixed N  x N  matrix Qi is defined by

Q i =  4>i(w)4>f(w)dw.
JnHi

The elements qmn for Qt can be calculated easily if is given; for example, assume 

the filters Hi have the passband [uipn  , to pa] over [0 , 7r], then

roipi i rv
Q i =  I M w )4>f (w) dw + / (t>i{w)4>?(w) dw ,

J 0 J

and thus the elements qmn for Qi are

{ s\n(wpii(m—n))—s'm(wpi2 (m—n)) _  _j_ m
{H^nj -

7T +  Wpn -  tapi2 , m  — n.

2.4 Problem  Formulation and D esign

In view of the new distortion measure J  discussed in the preceding section, we wish 

to design transm itter and receiver subsystems to minimize J . Thus our optimal 

filterbank-based transceiver design problem using FIR subsystems can be stated as 

follows:
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Given the FIR channel and desired reconstruction time delay d, design FIR 

transm itter and receiver subsystems of some given lengths to minimize J  sub

ject to some constraint on J/v in (2 .2 1 ) and the stopband energy constraints 

on Jfji in (2.24).

In order to incorporate both the noise attenuation and filter bandlimiting con

straints, such an optimal design problem can be recast by including penalties on J/v 

and Jfji : Given Td{z), design F(z)  and H_(z) of some given lengths to minimize

general nonlinear and difficult to solve. Thus we take the following iterative design 

procedure which turns out to be very effective in the design example to follow.

Step 1 Design transm itter subsystems to satisfy desired frequency limiting 

properties (without considering reconstruction performance); these are used 

to initiate the iteration.

Step 2 Fixing the transm itter subsystems, design FIR receiver subsystems 

by minimizing J ';  using the blocked models, this is equivalent to

Step 3 Fixing the receiver subsystems just designed, now redesign FIR trans

mitter subsystems by minimizing J ';  using the blocked models, this is equiv

alent to

P - 1

J'  =  J 2 +  Qn Jn  + (2.25)

Because both F.(z) and H(z)  are designable, this optimization problem is in

min || H(z)C(z )F(z )  -  f d(z)\\j +  a N \\H{z)\\22 + Y j a HiJHi
£ ( * )  V _  U .

mm
£ ( * )

Step 4 Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until J'  is sufficiently small.
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We note that the idea of iteratively designing transm itter and receiver filters was 

used effectively in transmultiplexers design in [74]. The advantage of this procedure 

is evident: By fixing either F(z)  or H_(z) in Steps 2 and 3, the optimization prob

lems become mathematically tractable; in fact, they are finite-dimensional, convex 

optimization with a quadratic cost function, whose global optimal solution can be 

always computed. Even analytical solutions can be obtained.

For example, looking at the optimal design problem in Step 2, we define

P(z)  = H { z ) C { z ) F { z ) - fd { z ) .

This system is FIR and hence can be represented by its finitely many coefficient 

matrices Pi. By Parseval’s equality,

J2 = \\P(z)\\2 = trace (PiP-) (2.26)

Since F(z )  and Td(z)  are given and thus P(z )  depends on H_(z) in an affine manner, 

it follows that Pi  relates to the coefficients of H_(z) (to be designed) too in an affine 

manner. It is obvious that both Jn  and J h, are of quadratic forms, therefore we 

can rewrite the quantity in (2.25) in the following way:

J '2 = (M p x  — b)'(MFX — b) +  x 'M n x  + x'M h x .

Here, a: is a column vector containing all the parameters in H( z )  to be designed, b 

is a column vector depending on only Td(z ), Mp  is a matrix depending on F(z )  and 

the way x  is formed, M n  depends on ccjv and H_(z), and finally M h  depends on 

and Hi{z).  The matrices M, M n , M h  and b can be computed and are independent 

of the design parameters (a:). Now the optimal design problem in Step 2 becomes a 

least squares problem:

min \ (Mpx — b)'{Mpx — b) + x' (Mn  +  M h ) ■
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If M'pMp +  Mjv +  M u  is invertible, the optimal solution can be obtained to be

x opt =  { M p M p  +  M p f  +  M h ) l M p b .

From here we can recover the optimal receiver subsystems. The optimal design 

problem in Step 3 can be solved similarly.

2.5 D esign Exam ple

The filterbank-based transceiver with M  = 3 and P  = 8  is designed. The channel 

to be used in this example is

C(z) = 1 -  0.3z - 1 +  0.5z~2 -  0.4z~3 + 0 . 1  z~4 -  0 .0 2 z~5 + 0.3z~6 -  0 . 1  z~ 7.

The transm itter and receiver filters involved in design are all FIR and causal 

with a fixed order of 12. The magnitude Bode plots of the initial transm itter filters 

are given in Figure 2.3, and the reconstruction time delay is taken as d =  8 . The

0
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-60 0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5

Figure 2.3: The magnitude Bode plots for the initial transmitter filters Fq (solid), 
Fi (dash-dot) and F2  (dotted): dB versus ui/'lp.

constants cep, an, , and ap^, reflecting relative weightings among multiple objectives, 

are tuned in the design process. In our design, these are taken to be

ajv =  0.02, a Hi = 0 .03  (i =  0,1,- - - ,7), a Fj, =  0.01 (j =  0,1,2).
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Next we apply the iterative design procedure to the example. After a good 

number of iterations, J ' converges to the value J ' =  0.156 and finally J  =  0.048. 

The designed transm itter and receiver filters are shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5,

0
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-40

•50

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.50

Figure 2.4: The magnitude Bode plots for the designed transm itter filters Fq (solid), 
F\ (dash-dot) and F2  (dotted): dB versus u/2n .

respectively.
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Figure 2.5: The magnitude Bode plots for the designed receiver filters Hq -  i / 7 : dB 
versus uj/2-k.

Consider the LTI channel in the design example. In this example, we apply the
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transceiver designed earlier to evaluate the performance. Channel noise to be used is 

the white noise with variance =  0.0125. The simulation result is shown in Figure 2.6

x 10'J

10
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8
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6

5
4

3
2

1

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Figure 2.6: Bit error rate (BER) versus signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in dB.

, in which the bit error rate (BER) is plotted as a function of the signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR). Clearly, the BER decreases as the SNR increases.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we investigated the problem of optimal design of filterbank-based 

transceivers. We proposed quantities to measure various distortions. We also intro

duced a composite distortion (J )  that captures all distortions. Finally, by incorpo

rating two important practical issues, the noise suppression and filter bandlimiting 

property, we developed an iterative design procedure based on minimizing J ' and 

successfully applied this procedure to design of a filterbank-based transceiver. At 

each iteration, the least squares solution should be found, thus the final transm itter 

and receiver filters can be obtained with relative ease.
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Chapter 3

Design of Transmultiplexers 
with Practical Constraints
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3.1 Introduction

Multirate signal processing has recently received much attention and has been widely 

applied to communication systems [96], speech processing, and image processing [89]. 

It provides a more efficient way of processing signals via resampling (upsampling or 

downsampling) of the original signals by an appropriate factor. In general, multirate 

systems have many different structures; multirate filterbanks and transmultiplexers 

seem to be the most important ones. Much research in the past decades has dealt 

with the signal reconstruction problem for these multirate systems, see [89, 18, 103, 

85] and the references therein.

Transmultiplexers are systems that convert time-division multiplexed (TDM) 

signals into frequency-division multiplexed (FDM) signals and vice versa [89]. The 

FDM format is often used for long distance transmission, whereas the TDM for

mat is more convenient for digital switching. Generally, according to the sampling 

rates of the input signals, transmultiplexers can be divided into two types: uniform 

and nonuniform ones. In order to achieve perfect reconstruction for nonuniform 

filterbanks, general building blocks -  some linear dual-rate systems [18] -  were pro

posed to allow more design freedom. Similarly, we can use such building blocks to 

construct nonuniform transmultiplexers.

In [54], a measure J  based on the 2-norm of transfer matrices was proposed to 

quantify the degree of closeness to perfect reconstruction for uniform transmultiplex

ers; connections of this error measure to the traditional crosstalk, magnitude, and 

phase distortions were established. Further in [55], optimal design of nonuniform 

transmultiplexers was considered.

In typical applications, transmultiplexers are required with two properties: First, 

the reconstruction performance should be good, i.e., J  should be as small as possible; 

second, the filters involved should have certain frequency selectivity. In [54], optimal
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design based on minimizing J  was formulated as a least squares problem. This 

captures the first requirement well; but there is no direct control of filter frequency 

characteristics. In [55], penalties on the stopband energy in the synthesis filters 

were added to the cost function; however, combining the penalties with the cost 

function casts only a type of “soft” constraints on the stopband energy, while it is 

more desirable to have direct control over stopband energy and passband magnitude 

of the filter(s) involved.

The goal in this chapter is to consider both requirements in design by imposing 

“hard” constraints on stopband energy and passband magnitude. The improvement 

over the results in [55] lies in two aspects: (1) the “soft” constraints only take the 

frequency characteristics into account to some restrictive extent, and the final re

sults will depend on the tradeoff parameters that can be chosen only by trial and 

error; in contrast, the “hard” constraints give a more realistic mathematical descrip

tion of the frequency requirements; (2 ) the optimal design problem is formulated 

as a quadratic programming problem with quadratic constraints and semi-infinite 

constraints, which can be solved numerically.

Briefly, this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 formulates the optimal 

design problem and constraints. Section 3.3 presents an iterative design procedure 

and applies it to some examples. Section 3.4 gives some concluding remarks.

3.2 Problem  Formulation

Stopband energy constraints: The frequency selectivity of filters can be taken 

into account by considering the stopband energy constraints. To see this, take the 

constraint (s) for Hi in the M-channel analysis filterbank as an example; we have

\Hi(ui)\2 du < 6i, i =  0,1, • • •, M  — 1, (3.1)
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where defines the stopband frequency interval(s) for Hi, and 6i is a pre-specified 

level (positive).

In this chapter, we will consider only FIR filters. The frequency response of a 

real iV-tap FIR filter Hi is given by

N - 1

H i ( u )  =  ^ 2  h i { n ) e  jnuJ — h j< p i(u ) ,
n—0

where

h j = [ h i (  0), hi{ 1), h i ( N - l ) } ,  M = [ l ,  e ^ ,  e ^ - 1) - ] .

(The superscript H  indicates the complex conjugate transpose.) The constraint in 

(3.1) can then be written as h f  Qihi < 6i, where the fixed N x N  matrix Qi is defined 

by

Q i -  4>i(uj)<p^{u})duj. 
JnHi

The elements qmn for Qi can be calculated easily if Qh, is given.

Passband m agnitude constraints: Considering the following passband magni

tude constraints:

\ \ H i ( u ) \ - A Hi\ < £ i ,  * =  (3.2)

Here 0 / / t defines the passband frequency interval(s) for Hi, Ah, is the expected 

passband magnitude of Hi and is pre-specified. The above semi-infinite inequality 

constraints can be approximated in a straightforward way by sampling or discretizing 

the frequency. If 0 ^  =  , ujp2\ , we choose a set of uniformly spaced frequency

points =  oj\ < u>2 <  • • • <  uilN = and replace the semi-infinite inequality 

constraints with the set of N  ordinary constraints

\\H i(ui)\ -  A Ht\ <  £i, k = 1,2, - • ■ ,N , i = 0,1, - ■ ■, M  — 1. (3.3)
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Note that sampling preserves convexity. When N  is sufficiently large, discretization 

yields a good approximation to the semi-infinite problem [19].

U niform  and nonuniform  transm ultiplexers: In the frequency domain, an

M-channel uniform transmultiplexer is modeled by the M  x M  transfer matrix 

T(z),  which can be computed based on the polyphase matrices for the synthesis 

and analysis filters [89], For perfect reconstruction, there exist positive integers 

do, d\, ■ ■ ■, djw-i such that T{z)  equals the ideal system:

T(z)  = Td(z) := diag{z-do, z~d\  ■ • •, z~dM~'}.

If T(z)  7  ̂T,i(z). J  =  ||T(z)  — Td(z ) \ \ 2  (2-norm of the error system), which captures 

crosstalk, magnitude, and phase distortions, can be used as a composite distortion 

measure to quantify the degree of closeness to perfect reconstruction [54].

For nonuniform transmultiplexers, since the channels have different downsam

pling ratios, we need to block them differently to get an LTI model. The transfer 

matrices of the blocked transmultiplexer and the blocked ideal system are repre

sented by T  and Td, respectively [55]. How do we compute the frequency-domain 

model T(z)? We adopt the structure studied in [18] using linear switching time- 

varying (LSTV) systems for implementation of the general blocks. Similarly, a 

composite distortion measure, J  =  ||T(z)  — Td(z)\\2 , can be used to capture all four 

distortions (cross-talk, aliasing, magnitude and phase distortions) [55].

The dual-rate building blocks Hi (analysis) and Ft (synthesis) in nonuniform 

transmultiplexers can be represented by the LSTV structure proposed in [18]: For 

example, Hi can be modeled by the structure with li LTI systems, denoted by Hij ,  

j  — 0,1, • • •, li — 1. These LTI systems are designed directly. The stopband energy 

and passband magnitude constraints on Hi are expressed in terms of Hi j  according 

to (3.1) and (3.3) by replacing Hi with Hij.
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To this end, the optimal uniform (nonuniform) transmultiplexer design problems 

incorporating frequency-domain constraints can be formulated as follows:

Given the desired reconstruction time delays do, d\ , ..., d/w-i and the FIR syn

thesis filters F[), F \ ,..., Fm - i, design FIR analysis filters Ho, H i , ..., H m - i  of a 

given length to minimize J  subject to the stopband energy constraints in (3.1) 

and passband magnitude constraints in (3.3).

The optimization problem is a quadratic programming problem with quadratic con

straints and semi-infinite constraints.

3.3 Iterative D esign Procedure and Exam ples

Finding the optimal analysis and synthesis filters of given orders is a nonlinear 

optimization problem. However by fixing either the analysis or synthesis filters and 

finding the other set, we can design a transmultiplexer iteratively, leading to joint 

(local) optimization of both sets. Thus we propose the following iterative design 

procedure for uniform transmultiplexer design, which turns out to be very effective 

in the design examples to follow. For the nonuniform transmultiplexer design, the 

design procedure will be similar except the calculations of the objective functions 

involved.

Step 0 Assume the desired reconstruction time delays do, d\ , ..., djvr-i are 

given. Choose some initial FIR synthesis filters Fq,F\, - ■ ■ ,F m -\  satisfying 

the stopband energy constraints and passband magnitude constraints.

Step 1 Design FIR analysis filters Ho, H i, ■ ■ ■, i?M -i of a given length to 

minimize J  with stopband energy and passband magnitudes constraints.

Step 2 Fixing the analysis filters Ho, H i, ■ ■ ■, H m -i  designed in the previ

ous step, design FIR synthesis filters Fq, Fi, ■ • •, F m -i of a given length to
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minimize J  with stopband energy and passband magnitudes constraints.

Step 3 Repeat if necessary: Fix the synthesis filters just designed and go 

back to Steps 1 and 2 to improve J.

E xam ple 1. A three-channel uniform transmultiplexer with only stopband energy 

constraints: Analogy of transmultiplexer and filterbanks was given in [95] and the 

design of transmultiplexers was related to that of filterbanks. It is shown that the 

filters for a crosstalk free transmultiplexer are the same as those for a 1 -skewed 

alias-free QMF bank [48]. This three-channel example is based on a filterbank sys

tem designed in [8 8 ], where the FIR analysis and synthesis filters are all of order 

of 14. For the transmultiplexer application, we modify the synthesis filters by mul

tiplying by the factor z~ 3 to handle the skewness condition [48], We redesign the 

transmultiplexer using the method introduced in this chapter.

First, without adding the stopband energy constraints to the FIR filters involved, 

the iterative optimal approach is to design the filters of the same length by opti

mizing J , taking the reconstruction time delays to be the same: do =  d\ =  d2 =  8 . 

After a few thousands of iterations, J  converges to the value J  = 2.9297 x 10-10, in

dicating almost perfect reconstruction is achieved. In this case, the stopband energy 

of F(), F\ and F2  are listed in the second column in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Example 1: Stopband energy of the designed synthesis filters.
synthesis

filters
stopband energy 
(without adding 

constraints)

stopband energy 
(with constraints

6i = 0 .0 0 1 )
F0 0.0088 0 . 0 0 1

Fi 0.0074 0 . 0 0 1

f 2 0.0088 0 . 0 0 1

Second, using one iteration design procedure, changing the stopband energy 

constraints of the three synthesis filters [assuming they have the same constraint
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(<5), and the three analysis filters have no constraints], we can observe that with the 

constraints increasing, the J  is decreasing, as shown in Figure 3.1. We comment

10"1

Figure 3.1: Example 1: The optimal J  (log scale) versus the stopband energy 
constraints (5)

that there exists a tradeoff between the reconstruction performance and the involved 

filters’ stopband energy. When choosing <5o =  6 i =  6 2  =  0.001, the stopband energy 

of the designed synthesis filters are listed in the third column in Table 3.1, from 

which we can observe a great improvement in reducing the stopband energy of the 

synthesis filters.

Third, set the stopband energy constraints of the three synthesis filters to be

0.005, and those of the three analysis filters to be 0.060, using the iterative optimal 

design, J  finally converges to 0.0019. The merit of the optimal method incorporating 

the stopband energy constraints is evident: Not only the designed transmultiplexer 

has good reconstruction performance, but also the filters involved have frequency 

selectivity.
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Example 2: A three-channel nonuniform  transm ultiplexer design based  

on traditional building blocks, w ith  both  stopband energy and passband  

m agnitude constraints. Consider the three-channel nonuniform transmultiplexer 

depicted in Figure 3.2, built with traditional blocks -  the filters involved are all

x 0

Figure 3.2: A three-channel nonuniform transmultiplexer using traditional building 
blocks.

causal and LTI.

To initiate the iterative procedure, we choose the initial synthesis filters from 

the ideal, brick-wall ones. If we choose Hi = Fi and Fq,F \, and F% to be ideal 

filters with passband, [0, 7t / 3 ), [7t / 3 , tf/2), and [7t / 2 , 7r), respectively, it is readily 

verified that perfect reconstruction is achieved with Xi =  xp, but these ideal filters 

do not satisfy the stability and causality properties. Suppose that FIR and causal 

synthesis filters of order 35 are to be designed; we initially use truncated and shifted 

ideal filters to start the iterative procedure. The magnitude Bode plots of these 

initial synthesis filters (FIR and causal with order 35) are given in Figure 3.3. Next 

we apply the iterative design procedure to the example in Figure 3.2. Shifting the 

truncated ideal filters for causality introduces time delays in the reconstruction; it 

is easy to calculate that these are do = 12, d\ =  6 , and d? =  18. The analysis 

and synthesis filters involved in design are all FIR and causal with a fixed order 

of 35. The stopband energy constraints and passband magnitude constraints are 

preset as shown in the second and third rows of Table 3.2. The expected passband
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Figure 3.3: Example 2: The magnitude Bode plots for the initial Fq (solid), F\ 
(dotted) and F2  (dash-dot): dB versus cj/2tt

Table 3.2: Example 2: Preset stopband energy and passband magnitude constraints.

filters passband magnitude 
constraints (preset)

stopband energy 
constraints (preset)

stopband energy 
(designed)

F0 0.03 0 . 2 0.0155
Ei 0.08 0.9 0.0859
f 2 0.03 0 . 2 0.0145
H0 0.03 0 . 2 0.1462

0.08 0.9 0.8809
h 2 0.03 0 . 2 0.1009

magnitudes are Ap0 = Ap1 = Ap2 = 1, A jj0 =  3, A h 1 = 6 , A p 2 =  2. After 180 

iterations, J  converges to the value J  = 0.0653. The designed synthesis and analysis 

filters are shown in Figures 3.4 and Figures 3.5, respectively, from which we can 

observe that the passband magnitudes are all bounded by the preset constraints; 

and the stopband energy of the design filters are listed in the fourth column of 

Table 3.2. We remark that by using the numerical optimization approach, we can 

deal with the structural constraints that often appear in the design of nonuniform
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Figure 3.4: Example 2: The magnitude plots for the designed Fo (solid), F\ (dotted) 
and F2  (dash-dot): dB versus lu.
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Figure 3.5: Example 2: The magnitude plots for the designed Ho (solid), Hi (dotted) 
and H 2  (dash-dot): magnitude versus cv.

transmultiplexer based on traditional building blocks.

E xam ple  3: A three-channel nonuniform transmultiplexer with mixed building 

blocks: We adopt general building blocks [18] for analysis subsystems as shown in
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Figure 3.6. This structure is mixed in tha t the synthesis part is built with traditional

Xq

Figure 3.6: A three-channel nonuniform transmultiplexer using general analysis 
building blocks.

blocks, whereas the analysis part with general blocks.

We use the same initial synthesis filters and time delays as in Example 2. The 

general blocks for analysis are represented by the LSTV structure [18]: Ho : (2, 6 ) is 

implemented by an LSTV system with two LTI systems denoted by Ho,o and i/o,i 

followed by J, 3; H \  : (1 ,6 ) is implemented by a single LTI system ( # 1 ,0 ) followed 

by I 6 ; and H 2 : (3,6 ) is implemented by an LSTV system with three LTI systems 

denoted by # 2 ,0 , # 2 ,1 , and # 2 , 2  followed by J. 2. Thus for the analysis part, there 

are six LTI filters to be designed: # 0 ,0 , # 0 ,1 , # 1 ,0 , # 2 ,0 , # 2 ,1 , and 1 / 2 ,2 - All the six 

LTI filters are causal and FIR with order 35 in the design exercise. The stopband 

energy constraints and passband magnitude constraints are preset as shown in the 

second and third columns of Table 3.3. The expected passband magnitudes are

Table 3.3: Example 3: Preset stopband energy and passband magnitude constraints.

filters passband magnitude stopband energy
constraints (preset) constraints (preset)

Fo 0.03 0 . 2

F i 0.08 0.9
f 2 0.03 0 . 2

H o,o, H o ti 0.03 0 . 2

H lf i 0.08 0.9
H 2,o, 1 /2 ,1 ,1 /2 ,2 0.03 0 . 2
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A f 0 A-Fi A.F2 1) AhO'O AjJO'l A-Hl^ 6, A}J2 Q AfJ2 1  Ah2,2

After about one thousand of iterations, J  converges to the value J  =  0.0012, which is 

several orders of magnitude better than the design using traditional building blocks 

(omitted here). All frequency specifications of the designed filters are satisfied. The 

magnitude plots for the three synthesis and six analysis filters designed are given in 

Figure 3.7-3.10.

0.4

0.2

0.5 2.5

Figure 3.7: Example 3: The magnitude plots for the designed Fo (solid), Fi (dotted) 
and F 2  (dash-dot): magnitude versus u).

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied uniform and nonuniform transmultiplexer design prob

lems. The main contribution is the incorporation of stopband energy and passband 

magnitude constraints directly in the design optimization, thus making an impor

tant step forward in addressing practical issues about frequency selectivity. The 

design procedure proposed considers both signal reconstruction (by minimizing J) 

and filter characteristics (by adding constraints). The practical usefulness of the
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Figure 3.8: Example 3: The magnitude plots for the designed Hqq (solid) and i?oi 
(dotted): magnitude versus lj.
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Figure 3.9: Example 3: The magnitude plots for the designed H \q (solid): magnitude 
versus uj.

method is illustrated well with two examples.
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Figure 3.10: Example 3: The magnitude plots for the designed # 2 0  (solid), H 2 1  

(dotted), and H 2 2  (dash-dot): magnitude versus u.
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4.1 Introduction

Recent studies towards the development of transmultiplexer design can be found in 

[54, 12, 13, 74, 98], just to name a few. In [54], a composite distortion measure 

based on the 2 -norm of transfer matrices was proposed to quantify the degree of 

closeness to perfect reconstruction; connections of this error measure to the tradi

tional crosstalk, magnitude, and phase distortions were established; by pre-choosing 

the appropriate synthesis filters and fixing the lengths of the analysis filters involved, 

the near optimal transmultiplexer was then designed by minimizing the measure. 

In [74], stopband energy and passband magnitude constraints were directly incorpo

rated in the design optimization to make an important step forward in addressing 

practical issues about frequency selectivity. However, both of them did not take the 

filter length into the design optimization. In consideration of noises, analysis fil

ters of the transmultiplexer were designed by a Wiener filtering technique [12] using 

spectral factorization in the frequency domain, and under the mixed Tfy / Tfoc opti

mization performance [13], respectively, both assuming the lengths of filters involved 

are fixed.

In fact, to our best knowledge, most existing methods for transmultiplexer design 

require a previous determination of the lengths of filters in the transmultiplexer to 

be designed, and they are inherently quite sensitive to inappropriate length choice: 

If the lengths are chosen too long, the computation complexity will increase; if short, 

the reconstruction performance will deteriorate although shorter filters (filters with 

shorter filter length) require fewer circuit elements in a hardware implementation 

and less computational cost in a software implementation. Therefore, the best way is 

to make a tradeoff between the reconstruction performance and the lengths of filters 

involved in a transmultiplexer. To this end, a problem in the transmultiplexer design 

is still open: How to design both the appropriate filter length and the parameters
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of filters involved, in addition to guarantee certain reconstruction performance re

quirement? In this chapter, by means of the recursive principle, we introduce a new 

approach for designing transmultiplexers with designable filter length in addition to 

satisfying 2 -norm based reconstruction performance requirements. Our objective is 

two-fold:

• First, simultaneously design the most appropriate filter length and the para

meters of filters involved in the transmultiplexer by recursively increasing the 

length of filters. It gives rise to more design flexibility and also reduces the 

implementation cost.

• Second, reduce the computation complexity of the algorithm, which motivates 

us to develop a recursive algorithm.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the 2-norm 

based analysis filters design for a uniform-band transmultiplexer. In Section 4.3, we 

propose the recursive algorithms for simultaneously designing the filter length and 

parameters. Section 4.4 presents illustrative examples to demonstrate the effective

ness of the proposed method. Finally, Section 4.5 offers some concluding remarks 

and points out possible extensions.

4.2 2-Norm  Based Analysis Filters D esign

The transmultiplexer system in Figure 1.2 represents a linear, time-invariant (LTI) 

system. Suppose the FIR synthesis filters F)(z) are designed based on certain fre

quency band combining requirement [74], and the FIR analysis filters H i(z) (of equal 

length) are to be designed. In this section, we will derive the 2-norm based analysis 

filters design for different filter length, following the method for fixed filter length 

design [54, 74],
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Define the (vector) input and output as follows:

x Q (n) x 0(n)

x(n) =
xi  (n)

, x(n) =
xi  (n)

In the frequency domain, the transmultiplexer is modeled by the M  x M  transfer 

matrix T(z)  relating X{z)  to X( z )  (X(z)  and X( z )  are the z-transforms of x(n) 

and x(n).  respectively):

X( z )  = T{z)X{z) .

This transfer matrix can be determined based on the polyphase matrices for the 

synthesis and analysis filters [54, 89]:

T(z)  = E(z)T(z)R(z) , (4.1)

where R ( z ) G R M x M , the polyphase matrix for the synthesis bank, and E ( z )  G 

RMxM, the polyphase matrix for the analysis bank. The matrix R(z)  is uniquely 

related to filters Fq(z ), F \ ( z ), ■ ■ •, F m ~ i {z )\ so is E(z)  to H q{z ), H \ ( z ), ■ • •, H m - i (z ). 

T(z) is a fixed matrix given by [89]

T(z) =

I m - i being an (M  — 1 ) x (M  — 1 ) identity matrix.

For perfect reconstruction, there exist positive integers do, d\, ■ ■ ■, gJm-i such 

that T(z)  equals the ideal system T,j(z) defined by

z~d° 0

U z )  =
0

0

-d\

0

0

0

y —d M -  1

If T(z) 7  ̂ Td(z), the following quantity based on the 2-norm of transfer matrices, 

which captures crosstalk, magnitude, and phase distortions, can be used as a com

posite distortion measure to quantify the degree of closeness to perfect reconstruction
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[54]:

j  = \ \ T ( z ) - T d(z)\\2

=  \ \ E ( z ) T ( z ) R ( z ) - Td(z)\\2. (4.2)

Here, the optimization problem -  minimizing J  to design E{ z ) and R(z)  simul

taneously -  is nonlinear and difficult to solve. In practice, we can pre-design the 

synthesis filters based on band-splitting and coding requirements. Therefore, it is 

assumed that r(z ) , R{z),  and Td(z) are all FIR and given and only E(z),  the FIR 

polyphase matrix of the analysis filters [89], is designable. Define Q(z) = T(z)R(z)  

to get that Q{z) is again FIR and given; and the equivalent design problem is:

Japt =  min ||E(z)Q{z)  -  Td(*)||2 ,
E(z)

where the minimization is over the class of FIR E(z).

To reduce the latter minimization problem to a solvable matrix problem, we look 

at the impulse response matrix of the MIMO system P  := EQ  — Td. Let the orders 

of Q(z)  and E(z)  be m and I, respectively, and define

m  I m-\-l

Q{z) = Y J *~iQ» E(z)  = Y i z~iE i , Td(z) = J 2 z ~iDi-
i=0 i= 0 i=0

The matrices Qq, Q i , ■ ••, Qm can be computed from the given data, and Do,Di , - - - ,  Dm+i 

can be determined from the pre-set delays; but E$, E \, ■ ■ ■, Ei are designable. If 

0 ^  di ^  m +  /, i =  0 , 1 , ■ ■ ■, M  — 1 , then the impulse response matrix of P  is FIR 

with order m  + l:
m + l

P(z)  = £  z-iP i.
i= 0

By Parseval’s equality [89],

“m+l 1/2
=  [ t r ( P P ') ] 1/2,
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where we have defined the block row matrix

Ei — [-fb> Pit ■ ■ ■ > Pm+l] •

Since P(z)  — E(z )Q(z ) — 7 ^(2 ), it can be verified that

E i =  E iQ t — Eki

where ^  =  [E0 E 1 ■■■ E t] e  KMx(i+1)M, £ ,  =  [Do £>i • • • Dm+l] 6  

and Q. 6  ]j(*+i)Mx(m+/+i)M (jepen(js on only known matrices Qo, Qii •

Qo Q 1 ■ Qm 0 0 0
0 Qo Ql  • ' Qm 0 0

0  ■ • ■ 0  Qo Qi .......
0 ............. ..... 0  Qo Q 1

0

. . .  0

Qm 0 
Qm

x (m+(+l)M

j Qm'

(4.3)

where 0 e  RMxM with all elements being 0. To this end, the problem in (4.2) 

reduces to the following matrix problem:

j f  =  trace (4.4)

If the matrix Q; has full row rank, or equivalently Q^Qj is invertible, the optimal 

solution can be obtained as

= DtQl (Qi Ql ), T \ - 1 (4.5)

Observing (4.4) and (4.5), one straightforward way to study the tradeoff between 

the filter length and the reconstruction performance is to calculate Ei  and J\ for 

each different I. However, obviously the calculation of the inversion of a matrix 

with dimension (I + 1  ) M  x (I + 1 ) M  is needed for each I, which greatly increases the 

computational burden. Therefore, we are aiming at developing a recursive algorithm 

that can not only design the filter length and filter parameters simultaneously, but 

also has less computational complexity.
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4.3 D escription o f the A lgorithm

In this section, we develop an algorithm to design the appropriate filter length and 

filter coefficients for the analysis filters simultaneously, as I recursively increases. In 

order to derive the recursive algorithm, we introduce the matrix inversion Lemma 

[1 1 1 ] first.

L em m a 3 [111] Let A  be a square matrix partitioned as followed

A : A n  A 12  

A 2 1  A 2 2

where A n  and A 2 2  are also square matrices. I f  A  and A n  are nonsingular, then

A1 2
- 1

A2 1 A 2 2

A i  +  A i  A1 2 A A 2iA n  —A n  A i 2 A
11

- 1  /v -A -i 
A " 1

where

A := A 2 2  — A 2iA 111Ai2-

P roof: The proof can be done along the similar way as in [111] and is omitted here.

□

We note that the order (I) of E(z)  is determined by the length of analysis filters 

(to be designed) for fixed number (M) of channels in the transmultiplxer. When 

the order of E(z)  becomes (I -f 1), D_i+\ and Ql+1 can be expressed as:

J2i+ 1 — [ Qi | 0 ] , (4.6)

and

Q 1 + 1  ~

Q 0 Qi Qm 0 0 0 0 0

0 Qo Qi Qm 0 0 0 0

0 0 Qo Qi Qm 0 0

0 0 Qo Qi Qm 0

0 0 0 Qo Qi ■■■ Qm— 1 Qm

\ Qi Bo
B Qm

(4.7)
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where Bo := [0, 0, • • •, 0]T G and B  := [0, 0, • • •, 0, Qo, Q\, • • •, Qm- 1]

x ( ( + m + i ) M  D e fjn i n g

: Ql+lQl+l
- l

(4.8)

and substituting (4.7) into (4.8) give

Si+i = \Q t Bo 1
B (

r
3 m

(
b q }

S f 1 f
U=

F I
Q,i Q J

B t  1v1
Qm \ )

(4.9)

where fi* := B Q ? , Q := Y hLqQ%QJ ■

Directly applying Lemma 1 to (4.9), it is easy to obtain

Si+1 =

where At := (Q — OtStOj)  1 G 

From (4.5), we have:

r St +  S tO jA in tS i -S tO jA t  1

—AtOiSi A i \
(4.10)

xM

Ei+i -  Eq+iQf A Q , jQ,1,,)  x- (4.11)—/-(-l J+l'

Substituting (4.6) and (4.10) into (4.11) gives the recursive formula for calculating

Et+v

E i+1 = ^ +iQ^+1(Q;+1Q ^ 1) " 1 

'-i+i Qu+A
B t  1

L E (\ qt J
r St + StQfAiOtSt -S iQ jA t  1

—AtCliSi A i J

T I d ,b t
r St +  S tO jA t^ tS i -S tQ jA t  1

—AtQ[Si At J
= © |o ]

= [ a s

= [ a q ;  a + D,Q] S,<lJ A,n,S, -  HJSPAtihS, \ -D^CgStfjA , + DjBt A

= [ E t + Ef i j Afr i St  -  DiBTAin lSl \ - E f t j A i  + ]

=  [ m \ 0 ]  + m j M  [ toiSi I - I  } + D ^ T [ -A iQ iSi I At ] (4.12)
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W ith this recursive formula for E i+1, the computational complexity is greatly 

reduced. In order to determine the appropriate length of the filters involved, we still 

need another recursive formula for evaluating the 2 -norm based composite distortion 

measure as shown in (4.2). Recalling the equivalent measure in (4.4), when the order 

of E{z)  becomes (I +  1), the measure is

Ji+i =  t r a c e  j ^ ( A + i Q / + 1  -  Di+i)(Ei+1Ql+1 -  A ;+ i)T • (4.13)

A practical and efficient way to determine the filter length is: We compare J / + 1  with 

J;, and if they are sufficiently close, or for some pre-set small e, if

\Ji+i Ji\

terminate the procedure and obtain the appropriate filter length. 

Using (4.12), (4.6) and (4.7), we have

—m Q-1+1 ~ A + l
Ei+i [ 2 , Bo 1

B Qm
-  [ A  I o

m Q t +  m T A f r i S i Q  -  D tB TA ^ S i Q ^  -  Ej VlJ A tB  + D tB TA tB  -  D t 
~EiClJ Ai Q m + D lB TA iQ m

If we define Pn := E f t f  A itliSiQ ( — — E $ f  A iB  + D iB t A iB,  and

P12 := —E filJA iQ m + D jB ^A iQ m, then

A + i Q i + 1  -  A + i  =  [ S-iQ_i ~ A  +  pi\ | P12 } ■ (4.14)

Substituting (4.14) into (4.13) leads to another recursive formula for evaluating the 

2 -norm based composite distortion measure J/+i:

l+ 1 =  trace ( A + i Q / + 1  -  A + i ) ( A + i < 2 / + i  ~  A + i )

trace [ E^Q  -  Di + Pti | Pt2 ] ( A Q , - A  +  A X
P T12

trace [ ( A ^  “  A X A Q ;  “  A ) T ]  +  t r a c e  [ ( A ^  “  B j ) p n]
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+trace \Pn{EiQ_i -  R i f  +  trace(Pi2 P ^)

=  J? + trace [(P ;Q; -  Ri)Pa  +  trace \Pn{ElQl -  D ^ f  (4.15)

+trace(P(2 P;i)-

W ith the recursive formula in (4.15), we can evaluate J; recursively as I increases, 

and thus, results in less computation complexity compared with directly using (4.13).

To this end, we can recursively calculate E_i (from (4.12)) and J; (from (4.15))

to achieve the goal of designing the filter length and the parameters of filters of

the transmultiplexer simultaneously. To summarize, for the recursive algorithm for 

designing analysis filters of the transmultiplexer -  RAD-ANA for short, we list the 

steps involved in recursively computing E t and J; as I increases:

S tep  0  Assume the desired reconstruction time delays do, d\, ■ ■ ■, dM- 1  are 

given. Choose some initial FIR synthesis filters Fq, F\, ■ ■ ■, Fm - i-

S tep  1 To initialize, let the order of E(z)  be I = 1, then 5i =

E i = R i^ { Q _ i^ ) 1 and J\ =  trace (P iQ : -  P i) (P iQ j  -  D, i )T

Step 2 By using the recursive formulae in (4.6), (4.7), (4.10), (4.12) and

(4.15), compute and J;+i-

Step 3 Compare J;+i with J ; : if they are sufficiently close, or for some pre-set 

small e, if

l^i+i ^il ^  £•>

terminate the procedure and obtain the appropriate I (order of E(z)),  from 

which we can determine the corresponding filter length, and £); then we can 

obtain the parameters of designed filters; otherwise, increment I by 1  and go 

to step 2 .

Remarks:
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1. The facility of designable filter length is one of the prime advantages of this new 

design method. In practice, shorter filters will offer considerable improvements 

in computation and hardware implementation (such as reduced number of 

multipliers and silicon area), and thus, result in an economical usage of filter 

taps.

2. The RAD-ANA algorithm, mainly consisting of two recursive formulae in 

(4.12) and (4.15), provides a simple means of designing analysis FIR filters 

with E ( z y s order (I +  1) given those with order I. Starting from I = 1, we can 

recursively compute -  the matrix containing the parameters of analysis FIR 

filters, and J/ -  the 2 -norm based composite distortion measure, by increasing 

I until the appropriate order is determined. This recursive feature can reduce 

the computational burden.

3. From (4.5) and (4.8), we can see that the calculation of matrix inverse (6 7 + 1 ) is 

a computationally intensive task for each iteration of different I. The proposed 

recursive algorithm greatly reduces the computational burden. We compare 

the computational complexities of directly calculating Sj+i in [38] and recur

sively obtaining Si+ 1 using (4.10) in Table 4.1. It is shown that the recursive 

calculation is 0 ( ( l  + 2 )M )  faster than directly computing Si+\. Here O(n) 

means that the algorithm has order of n time complexity [1 1 2 ].

Table 4.1: Computational complexity.

Directly calculating Si+\ Recursively calculating Si+i using (4.10)
O (((Z +  2 ) M )3) o ( ( ( l  + 2 ) M ) 2)

4. It is well known that the co-design of synthesis and analysis FIR filters is, 

in general, a nonlinear optimization problem and difficult to solve. Thus in
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the RAD-ANA algorithm, we fix the synthesis filters and design the analysis 

ones. Similarly, by fixing the analysis filters, we can also develop two recursive 

formulae for calculating R m and J m using the techniques discussed above, and 

get a recursive algorithm for designing FIR synthesis filters (RAD-SYN). Based 

on these two recursive design procedures -  RAD-ANA and RAD-SYN, we 

propose a two-phase algorithm for designing synthesis and analysis filters in the 

transmultiplexer: By fixing either the analysis or synthesis filters and finding 

the other set, we can design a transmultiplexer with appropriate filters’ length, 

leading to joint optimization of both sets. The two-phase algorithm with two 

recursive design procedures - RAD-ANA and RAD-SYN - internally embedded 

is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Please note that the derivation of the design

'  O b t a i n  t h e  l e n g t h s  a n d  '  
p a r a m e t e r s  o f  F I R  s y n t h e s i s  

v  a n d  a n a l y s i s  f i l t e r s  j

S t a r t

A s s u m e  t h e  d e s i r e d  
r e c o n s t r u c t i o n  t i m e  

d e l a y s  g i v e n

C h o o s e  i n i t i a l  F I R  
s y n t h e s i s  f i l t e r s

P h a s e  2 :  R A D - S Y N

P h a s e  1 :  R A D - A N A

Figure 4.1: The two-phase algorithm.
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procedure RAD-SYN is similar as that of RAD-ANA as shown in Section 4.3, 

and is omitted here. Although we cannot provide the convergence proof for 

the two-phase algorithm to this end, it turns out to be very effective in the 

design example to follow.

4.4 Num erical Exam ples

Two examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms 

in this section.

Exam ple 1: A  two-channel uniform -band transm ultiplexer. In this two- 

channel example, firstly, we preset e — 0.002 and time delays d$ = d\ = 7. Then, 

we choose synthesis filters Fq and F\ both with length 13, as shown in Figure 4.2, 

and design analysis filters Hq and H\  by applying the RAD-ANA algorithm. The
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Figure 4.2: The magnitude Bode plots for pre-designed synthesis filters Fo (solid) 
and F\ (dotted): dB versus

recursive procedure terminates at I — 6  and the length of analysis filters is finally 

designed to be 14; the designed analysis filters H q and H\  are shown in Figure 4.3. 

The composite distortion measure J; as a function of the I is given in Figure 4.4. 

Figure 4.4 shows that: 1) extra larger I (or equivalently extra longer filter length),
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Figure 4.3: The magnitude Bode plots for the designed analysis filters (both of 
length 14) H q (solid) and H \  (dotted): dB versus lo/2tt.

0.2

Figure 4.4: The composite distortion measure J; versus I.

e.g., I > 6  in this example, will not further improve the reconstruction performance; 

2 ) shorter filter length can be achieved at the expense of a bit worse reconstruction 

performance. The composite distortion measure J; =  0.0078 when I = 6 , which indi

cates tha t the designed transmultiplexer can achieve close-to perfect reconstruction: 

The crosstalk, magnitude, and phase distortions [54, 89] are all bounded by 0.0078.

E xam ple  2: A  th re e -c h a n n e l u n ifo rm -b an d  tra n sm u ltip le x e r . This three-
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channel transmultiplexer is designed using the proposed two-phase algorithm. We 

initially choose the synthesis filters Fo, F\, and F2  (of length 15) as shown in Fig

ure 4.5, and pre-set e = 0.002 and time delays do = d\ = (I2 = 8 .

10

0

•10

•20

•30

-40

•50

■60
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.80 0.3 0.9 1

Figure 4.5: The magnitude Bode plots for the pre-designed synthesis filters Fq 
(solid), F\ (dotted), and F2  (dash-dot): dB versus u/2tt.

The two-phase algorithm stops at I = 5 and m  = 8 , and the lengths of analysis 

and synthesis filters are finally designed to be 18 and 27, respectively; the designed 

synthesis and analysis filters are shown in Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, respectively. 

The composite distortion measure J  is finally J  =  0.0516, indicating good recon

struction performance (Table 4.2). The results also show that the two-phase algo

rithm can design synthesis and analysis filters jointly, and improve the reconstruction 

performance.

In fact, there is a trade-off between the reconstruction performance and the 

filters’ frequency selectivity characteristics [74], As we are focusing on the recon

struction performance of the transmultiplexer, the designed filters do not have clear 

band-split characteristics in this example. In order to improve this, we need to fur

ther incorporate the frequency selectivity characteristics, such as stopband energy 

and passband magnitude constraints [74], into the design optimization.
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Figure 4.6: The magnitude Bode plots for the designed analysis filters (of length 
18) H q (solid), H i  (dotted), and H% (dash-dot): dB versus lj/2 tt.
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Figure 4.7: The magnitude Bode plots for the designed synthesis filters (of length 
27) Fo (solid), Fi (dotted), and Fi (dash-dot): dB versus u/2n.

4.5 Conclusion

Unlike most existing transmultiplexer design methods with filter length fixed, mo

tivated by facts that shorter length filters offer considerable improvements in com

putation and hardware implementation, and that the transmultiplexer design with 

designable filter length brings more design flexibility, we proposed an efficient recur-
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Table 4.2: Composite distortion measure J  for recursively increasing I and m  using 
the two-phase algorithm.

Analysis Filters Synthesis Filters Composite Distortion Measure J
Phase 1: I =  1 m  = 6 1.5522

RAD-ANA I = 2 m  = 6 0.8386
I = 3 m  — 6 0.2004
I = 4 m  — 6 0.0570
I = 5 m  =  6 0.0568

Phase 2: I = 5 m  — 7 0.0517
RAD-SYN I =  5 m  = 8 0.0516

sive design method. It recursively computes the parameters of the filters involved 

and evaluates the related 2 -norm based composite distortion measure for different 

filter length, and thus, it can not only achieve close-to-perfect reconstruction but 

also obtain the most appropriate filter length. We believe that our work is novel 

in the sense that, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first to address the issue 

of designable filter length in transmultiplexer design. The proposed method can be 

extended to the design of filter bank systems, nonuniform-band transmultiplexers 

and related applications.
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5.1 Introduction

Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technology is a modem technology that uses existing 

twisted-pair telephone lines to transport high-bandwidth data, such as multimedia 

and video, to service subscribers [81]. The term xDSL covers a number of similar 

yet competing forms of DSL, including ADSL (Asymmetric DSL), SDSL (Single

pair, Symmetric DSL), HDSL (High-bit-rate DSL), and VDSL (Very-high-bit-rate 

DSL). xDSL services are dedicated, point-to-point, public network over twisted

pair copper wire on the local loop “last mile” between a network service provider’s 

(NSP’s) central office and the customer site, or on local loops created either intra

building or intra-campus. xDSL is drawing significant attention from practitioners 

and service providers because it promises to deliver high-bandwidth data rates to 

dispersed locations with relatively small changes to the existing telecommunication 

infrastructure [81].

However, because it was designed for voice-grade communications, the physical 

makeup of telephone cables gives rise to a series of impairment at broadband speeds. 

One of them, whose impact is minor at voice-band frequencies but potentially crip

pling at wider band widths, is the capacitive and inductive coupling between the 

signals transported in different subscriber loops known as crosstalk [81]. Crosstalk 

may be produced by a transm itter located at either the same (NEXT: Near End 

Crosstalk) or the opposite end (FEXT: Far End Crosstalk) of the cable relative to 

the position of the disturbed receiver. The major restriction on xDSL is crosstalk 

[35], which increases with both frequency and number of xDSL transmissions in a 

connecting cable bundle.

Successful crosstalk identification and cancellation will improve the reliability, 

reach, and capacity of xDSL systems [7, 36, 105, 80]. These advantages will translate 

into profits for the service providers. Recently, crosstalk identification in xDSL
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systems has attracted a lot of attention due to the significant benefits of having an 

accurate description of all cable services that generate crosstalk into a given pair. 

Basically the current research can be divided into two categories:

• N on-m odem  based m ethod [36]: Crosstalk sources are identified and de

termined in the frequency domain by finding the maximum correlation with a 

“basis set” of representative measured crosstalk functions [36].

• M odem  based m ethod [65, 105]: A real-time FEXT crosstalk identification 

is studied in [65] by exploiting the initialization procedure of a new activated 

modem. The crosstalk function is identified using a least squares estimator 

and the accuracy of the identification method is examined by simulation from 

several aspects. Zeng, et al. [105] proposed the idea of an impartial third party 

that identifies the crosstalk functions among the twisted pairs of a binder. The 

third-party site collects the transmitted and received signals from all modems 

in the binder during a given time span. Initially, a cross-correlation technique 

is applied to estimate the timing differences between the signals from different 

providers in the same bundle, and then a least squares method is used to 

jointly estimate the crosstalk functions and the finer scale of the timing-offset 

among different operators. The proposal of the impartial third-party site will 

play an important role in setting up crosstalk profiles.

However, to our best knowledge, the crosstalk identification for xDSL systems 

has not been fully investigated, especially for multirate system models when different 

services are transmitted in different symbol rates, which is the focus of this work. 

As many different services exist in the same bundle of the telephone lines and have 

different sampling rates, the discrete (sampled) crosstalk function will vary with 

time if the receiver and the crosstalk transm itter belong to different services and
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have different symbol rates. Thus in [105], a resampling scheme is used to transform 

the multirate identification problem to a single-rate one by assuming the receiver 

low-pass filter to be ideal. However, in practice it is hard to implement ideal low-pass 

filters.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

1. Contrary to the single-rate identification [105], our work is developed along 

the line of multirate analysis to directly use all available input and output 

data, which captures the multirate characteristics of practical applications. 

M ultirate models are obtained by using the blocking technique [89, 14]. W ith 

the multirate crosstalk models, we can directly make full use of the measured 

data information.

2. Instead of performing the off-line identification [105], the proposed algorithm 

can be used for online identification of the multirate crosstalk model. The 

dynamically updated crosstalk profiles are more useful for the telephone op

erators to maintain, diagnose, and expand the current systems.

3. The convergence rate and upper bound of parameter estimation errors for the 

multirate recursive identification algorithm are derived. W ith the help of the 

upper bound, we are able to answer the important question: How large a data 

set one needs to collect to guarantee that the parameter estimation error is 

less than a preset level?

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we discuss the 

problem formulation of the multirate crosstalk identification in xDSL systems. In 

Section 5.3 the multirate crosstalk model is then developed by using the blocking 

technique. In Section 5.4, based on this multirate crosstalk model, we propose the 

recursive least squares algorithm for identification, and analyze the performance of
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the algorithm. In Section 5.5 we present an illustrative example to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, we offer some concluding remarks in 

Section 5.6.

5.2 Problem  Formulation

In order to identify the crosstalk functions for the receiver, the impartial third- 

party site is proposed [105] to collect the transmitted and the received data from all 

modems during certain time span. However, an important and practical problem 

is still open: How to identify the crosstalk functions when many different services 

exist in the same bundle of the telephone lines and have different sampling rates? 

Figure 5.1 depicts the multirate scenario: The transmitted signals u\, 1 1 2 , • • •, u k  

and the received signal y are practically of different sampling rates. In fact, the 

discrete crosstalk functions will vary with time if the receiver and transmitters belong 

to different services and have different symbol rates.

The focus of this chapter is on the identification of a multirate system -  the multi

input single-output (MISO) system with additive noise -  as depicted in Figure 5.1.

Noise v

Receiver ITransmitter 1
Ujikpj)

Transmitter 2

Transmitter K

f  Pi

up. transmitted signals; Hp. discrete-time FIR (Finite Impulse Response) channel 
(i = 1) or FIR crosstalk functions (i > 1); v: noise; K  — 1: number of crosstalkers; 

t  p k : upsampler by a factor of p k ] I Pi- downsampler by a factor of p\.

Figure 5.1: Network model of multirate xDSL systems for one receiver.
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W ithout loss of generality, we assume that the sampling period of the i-th trans

mitted signal is T* =  pih, p \ . P2 , ■■■, Pk  being coprime integers, for otherwise,

we can absorb any common factor into h, a positive real number called the base

period. The sampling period of the received signal y is T\ =  p\h,  same as that of 

the transmitted signal at the primary channel.

For such a multirate MISO sampled-data system, the input-output data are:

•  {u\{kp{) : k =  0 , 1 , 2 , • • •} ,  

•  {u2ikP2) ■ k = 0 , 1 , 2 , • • • } ,

• {uK {kpK ) : k = 0 , 1 , 2 , ■ • ■}, and

• {y{kpi) : k = 0 , 1 , 2 , • • •}.

In fact, based on the impartial third-party idea [105], these input-output data are 

available at the network maintenance center where the crosstalk identification is 

performed. As this work is focusing on the multirate crosstalk identification problem, 

we assume that the input-output date are already time-aligned by using certain time 

offset estimator, for example, the technique used in [105].

Although the discrete-time systems Hi (i =  1, 2, • • •, K )  are linear time invariant 

(LTI) with sampling period h, the system from Ui(kpi) to y{kp\) in Figure 5.1 

is linear periodically time-varying due to different sampling periods. For such a 

multirate MISO system, our objective is two-fold:

• First, by using the blocking technique, to establish the multirate model of the 

system from multiple inputs Ui(kpi) (i — 1,2, • • •, K )  to single output y(kp\); 

that is, to find the mapping relationship between all available input and output 

data.
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•  Second, to identify the crosstalk functions and study the accuracy of the ob

tained model.

5.3 M ultirate Crosstalk M odel

The blocking technique is widely used in multirate digital signal processing and 

communications [89], and systems and control [14]: It can transform a periodic 

time-varying system into a time-invariant one with a larger period (frame period). 

To develop an easy-to-use multirate model to capture the real scenario (multirate 

characteristics) and further to identify the FIR crosstalk functions (filters) by making 

full use of all available input and output data, the blocking technique is applied 

here to the multirate MISO network model in Figure 5.1. In addition, the state- 

space representation of an FIR filter is employed as a bridge to derive the mapping 

relationship between all available input and output data. It is assumed that the 

FIR crosstalk functions have the same known order.

5 .3 .1  S ta te -sp a c e  m o d e l for an  F IR  crossta lk  fu n ctio n

An FIR filter of length n +  1 with the transfer function

Hi(z) =  o +  a n z ~ x +  ai2z~2 H b ainz~n

can be represented by the following state-space model

j  Xi (k +  1) = Ai Xi (k)  +  Bi Ui (k) ,  . .

\  Ui{k) =  CiXi(k) +  DiUi(k),

where Xi(k) 6  M"xl is the state vector, Ui(k) is the i-th input signal, yi(k) is the

i-th output signal, Ai E Rnxn, B{ E Rn x l, C\ 6  R lx", Di E Mlxl  are the system

matrices with the following forms:

' 0 1 0  ■ • 0  ■ ' 0  ■
0 0 1  ■ ■ 0 0

II , B i =

0 0 0  • ■ 1 0

1 o 0 0  • 1

o

_ 1 _
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C i  —  [ d i n  d i >n—i  * * * d n  ] ,  D i  —  dtf).

Here, d i o ,  a n ,  • • • , d i n , are the model parameters.

5 .3 .2  T h e  b lock ed  s ta te -sp a c e  m o d e l

For the multirate MISO system shown in Figure 5.1, let a  be the least common 

multiple o i p \ , p 2 , - ■ ■ ,Pk

a = LCM\pi,p 2 , ■■■ ,pk],

T  =  ah  (frame period), Vi = i = 1,2, • • •, K,  pL = u\ =

Replacing k  in (5.1) with k a ,  we have

f Xi(ka + I) = AiXi(ka) + BiUi(ka),  . .
\  y i ( k a )  =  C i X i ( k a )  +  D i U i ( k a ) .

From the state equation in (5.2), by recursion we can easily obtain

X i ( k a  +  l) =  A \ x i ( k a )  +  A 1̂ 1 B i U i ( k a )  +  A 1̂ 2B i U i ( k a  +  1 ) -\ h

AiBiUi(ka + I — 2) +  BiUi(ka + 1 — 1), I =  1,2, • • • (5.3)

Since the sampling rate of the i-th transm itted signal ut is pih, we have

U i ( k a  +  I) = 0, for I ^  m p i ,  m  G Z ,  (5.4)

where Z  represents the field of integer numbers. Hence, replacing I in (5.3) with cr,

and taking into account the 0 values of the inputs as (5.4), we can write the state 

equation with all the available input data as follows:

Xi(ka + a) = A°Xi(ka) + A ° ~ l BiUi(k<j) + A ^ ^ B i U ^ k c r  + pi)-\-----

+ A r7i ~ {'l' l ~ l ')p' ~ 1B i U i(k < j  +  ( Ui -  l ) p , )

=  A^Xi(ka)  +
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Ui(ka) 
Ui(kcr + pi)

(5. 5)[ A ^ B i ,  AZ-K- 'B i ,

U i ( k a  + (Vi -  1 ) p i )

Similarly, since the sampling period of the received signal yi is p\h.  we can also 

represent the output samples based on all the available input data from the output 

equation in (5.2) and (5.3)

Vi{ka + Ip i) =  CiA1?1 Xi(kcr) +  CiA1̂ 1 B iUi(ka) + CiA1̂ 2 B iUi{ka +  1) +  • • •

+CiAiBiUi(ka + Ipi -  2) +  CiBiUi(ka + Ipi -  1) +  DiUi{ka + Ipi)
Rpi/Ptl

=  CiA1?1 Xi(ka) + ^ 2  CiAll l~qPi~l BiUi(k<7 + qpi) + DiUi{ka + {\lp\/pi~\+l)pi),
9=o

where \lpi/pi\  represents the largest integer number less than Ipi/pi- 

Then we obtain the i-th output at time instant ka  +  (/z — l)pi as

yi(ka + ( p -  l)p i) =  C i A ^  1)piXi(k(j)

Ui(ka)
+{CiA(2 - 1)pi~1Bi, Ci4P~1)pi- 2Bi, • • • ,  CiBi, A ]  j

_ Ui(kcr + (i/j -  1 )pi)

To this end, we denote the blocked input and output as u^ka )  and y.(ka), 

respectively

(5.6)

u ^ k a )  =

Ui(kcr) 
U i{ k a  + p i )

e x 1, y . ( k a )  =

Vi ( ka )  
y i ( k a  +  p i )

e  M^xl

_ U i ( k a  +  (i/j -  1 )p i )  _ . V i { k a +  ( p -  l ) p i )  _

Combining (5.5) with (5.6) leads directly to the blocked state-space model for 

each crosstalk function represented by

Xi(ka +  a) = Afx i(ka)  +  QiU^ka),
y.{ka) = TiXi(ka) +  QiU^ka). (5.7)

Here,

»(J — ( ^ i  — l ) p i  — 1 ry  1 ^  TTDTCXl/j
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Ci 
CiAif 1

r< = e R pxn,

q a :

Qi =

Di
C iJP Di

0

0

0  0  

0  0

Di 0
CiBi DiC iA {p~1)pi~ l Bi C iA^f~ l)pi~2 Bi C iA {p~1)px~3Bi •

5 .3 .3  M a p p in g  b e tw e e n  ava ilab le  in p u t an d  o u tp u t d a ta

Now we are in a position to derive the mapping relationship between input and 

output data. From the blocked state-space model in (5.7), we can easily write the 

transfer function from the blocked input u^ka )  to the blocked output y j k a )

yJyka) = [Ti(zl  -  A f)_1flj +  Qi] u^kcr),

where z~ l is the unit delay operator \z~1y(t) =  y ( t — 1 )].

Recalling Ai e  R”x" with the special structure has the property

A p{ = 0, if p > n,

and applying the identity ( 1  — x) 1 =  1  +  x + x + x +  • • • (|x| <  1 ), we have 

y.(ktr) = QiUi {ka)+TiQ.iUi(kcr-a)+TiAiQ.iUi{ka-2a)-\-----^TiA^™’^  Quicker—Truer),

(5.8)

where rrii =  |_ Ĵ is the least integer larger than

We can further rewrite the output equation (5.8) in a compact form

y i k a )  = (5.9)
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where the superscript T denotes the matrix transpose, and 6i is the parameter 

matrix and ifi is the information vector of the i-th subsystem with the following 

form:

TiA. a t n x

< P i{ka )  =

u^ka)  
U i(ka  — a)

U i ( k a  — r r i i a )

As shown in Figure 5.1, summing up the received signals of each channel y; and

the background noise v, we obtain the blocked received signal of the primary channel
K

y(ka) = ^ ^ y ^ k a )  + y (ka )  = 0Tip(ka) +y(ka) ,  (5.10)
i=i

where y(k<j)  represents the blocked noise vector, and

0T = [ej, e l ]  G R"xm, V(fca) =

(fii{ka)
ip2(ka)

<Px{ka )

T>77lX 1

Here, m  = As k — 1, 2, • • •, the model in (5.10) express the

mapping relationship of all available measurement data. In the next section, we 

propose the recursive least squares algorithm based on the model in (5.10), and 

establish the convergence properties.

R em ark : The mapping relationship described by (5.10) has incorporated all avail

able input and output data. Unlike the resampling scheme [105], identification di

rectly based on this model provides an alternative way to identify crosstalk functions 

in multirate xDSL systems.

5.4 M ultirate Recursive Identification A lgorithm  and 
A nalysis

In this section, we first derive the recursive least squares algorithm based on the 

model in (5.10), and then analyze the convergence property of the algorithm.
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5 .4 .1  M u ltir a te  recu rsive  lea st squares a lgorith m

Based on the model (5.10), we can form the prediction error criterion

k

J id) = ^Z \ \ y ( ia ) - 9Ttp(i<7)\\2- (5-n )
i= 1

Here, k is the data length. Define the extended matrix Y(ka)  and augmented 

information matrix 4>(fccr) as

Y(ka)  =  [y(a) ,  y(2a), •••, y(ka)  ],

$(fccr) =  [<p{(r), ip{2a), •••, <p(ka) ].

Letting the derivatives of J  (9) with respect to 9 be zero gives the estimate 9 of 9 as 

follows:

0T(fccr)[4>(fc(j)4,T(fccr)] =  Y  (kcr)$T (ka) . (5-12)

If the input and output measurement data are sufficiently rich, then the matrix 

[4>T(fc<7)4»(fc<7)] is non-singular, which is generally quantified by the persistent exci

tation condition [8 ]. Hence, we have

9(ka) = [$(ka)QT (ka)]~1$ (ka )Y (k a )T . (5.13)

Prom the expression above, 9(kcr) depend on the inversion of the matrix [4>(/ccr)<E>T(fccr)]. 

In order to avoid computing the inversion, we will derive the recursive algorithm

of computing the estimate 9(ka). If we define P ~ 1(ka) =  4>(/cer)<I>T(fccr) and

P ~ 1(ka) e  Mn°xno, then we have

P ~ 1(ka) = P ~ l {ka — a) + (p(ka)ipr (ka). (5-14)

From the definitions of Y{ka)  and <b(ka). we have

9(ka) =  P(ka)$>(kcr)Y(k<j)T

= P(ka)[$(kcr — a )Y (ka  — a)T + ip(ka)yT (ka)]
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=  P(ka)[P~1 (ka — a)P(ka  — a)<&(ka — a)Y(ka  — a)T + ip(ka)yT (ka)]

=  P(ka)[P~1(ka) — (p(ka)<pT (ka)]9(ka — a) +  P(ka)p(ka)yT (ka)

= 9(ka — a) + P(ka)<p(ka)[yT (ka) — (ka)9(ka — a)].

= 9{ka — a)  +  P(ka)ip(k<j)[y(ka) — §T (ka — a)(p(ka)]T . (5.15)

Applying the matrix inversion formula

{A + B C )~ l = A - 1  -  A ~ l B ( I  + CA_ 1 B )_ 1 CA _ 1

to (5.14) gives

P(ka) = P(k<7—cr)—P ( k a —cr)ip(ka)[l+(pT (k(T)P(kcT—(T)ip(ka)]~1(pr (ka)P(ka—a).

(5.16)

Define a gain matrix

L(kcr) P(ka)<f(ka).

Post-multiplying (5.16) by ip{kcr) yields

L(kct) = P(ka  — a)ip(ka)[l + (pT (ka)P(ka — a)</3(fccr)]""1. (5.17)

Now, we are in a position to summarize the recursive least squares identification

algorithm of estimating the parameter matrix 9 as follows:

S tep  1 To initialize the algorithm, we take P(0) =  pal  with po normally a 

large positive number (e.g., po =  106), and 9(0) =  9q. some small real matrix.

S tep  2  Compute 9(ka) using (5.15)

S tep  3 Update L(kcr) (Equation (5.17)) and P(ka)  (Equation (5.16)), re

spectively.

S tep  4 Increment k by 1 and go to step 2; terminate the algorithm till 

appropriate k.
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C om m en t on  th e  c o m p u ta tio n a l com plexity : To implement the proposed 

algorithm, for each iteration step, numbers of multiplications and additions are 

2m 2 +  3m +  2n m  and 2nr? +  2n m  +  m,  respectively.

5 .4 .2  C on vergen ce  an a ly sis

In practice, only limited length of data can be collected for identification purpose. 

Hence, we are more interested in the convergence rate and the parameter estimation 

error bound for finite data samples.

The convergence property and the upper bound of the parameter estimation 

error are summarized in the following theorem.

T h eo rem  4 For the multirate system in (5.10) and the recursive least squares al

gorithm, assume that vfka) is an independent white noise vector sequence with zero 

mean and bounded variance, i.e.,

(HI) E[v(ka)] — 0, E\v(k<r)vr (i<r)] =  0, k ^  i,

(A2) E[\\v(ka)\\2} =  al{ka)  ^  cr2  < oo;

0(0) is independent of v(ka) with ||0(O) — 0 | | 2  ^  So < oo; and there exist positive 

constants c and ko such that for k > ko, the following weak persistent excitation 

condition holds [53]:

4 = 1

Then the parameter estimate 9{ka) given by the multirate least squares algorithm 

converges to its trv° ft rn+e nf b hr. ■

where the norm of a matrix is the Frobenius one: ||X | | 2  =  tr[X X T], tr[X] denoting 

the trace of the matrix X .  Thus

lim 0(ka) = 0.
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P r o o f Define

9(ka) =  9(ka) — 6.

Substituting (5.15) into the above equation and using (5.10) yield

9(ka) =  9(ka — a) — 9 + P(ka)(f(ka)[(pT (kcr)9 + wT(fccr) — (pT (ka)9(ka — a)]

= 9(ka — a) +  P(ka)ip(ka)[—ipT (ka)9(ka — a) +  v T(ka)]

=  [I — P(ka)ip(ka)ipT (ka)]9(ka — a) + P(ka)ip(ka)vT (ka) .

Multiplying both sides of (5.14) by P(kcr) gives

I  — P(ka)ip(ka)(pr (ka) = P (ka )P~x(ka — a).

Using the above equation, we have

9(ka) =  P(ka)P~^(ka — a)9(ka — a) + P(ka)ip(ka)vT(ka)

= P(k a )P ~ 1(ka — 2a)9(ka — 2a) + P(ka)ip(ka — a)vT(ka — a) + P(ka)tp(ka)vT (ka)
k

=  P(k a )P ~ 1 (0)9(0) +  P(ka)  ^  (p(ia)yT(ia) =: 7 \ ( k a ) +  7 %(ka), (5.18)
i=l

where

7 i(fccr) := P(ka)P  1 (O)0(O), 7 2 (ka) := P(k)  ^  <p(ia)vr (ia).
i= 1

Let

Uk =

From (A3) and (5.14), we have, for k > ko

U j U k > c k l ,

‘  <FT(^) ' ' f ( a )  '
ipv (2a) ut ( 2 a)

, Vk =

<pT (ka) vT (ka)

(5.19)

P ~ \ k a )  =  t/^C/'*. +  P _ 1 ( 0 ) > c f c /  +  P “ 1 (0)>cfc / ,

P(k<,) «  - k .
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Let Amaxpf] represents the maximum eigenvalue of X .  Hence

E \ h , { k a ) f ]  = E[6T { Q )P - \Q )P \k a )p - \< S)~ m \

a l  A P - ' m z ^ i p - ' m s o , k > k 0, (5.20)
k

E[\\l2 (kcr)\\2} = E[\\P{kcr)'}rtl)(ia)vT (ia)\\2] = E[\\P(k<j)UjVk\\2]
1 = 1

=  E{tr[P(ka)UjVkV?UkP(ka)}} ^  t r {E\UkP 2{ka)Uj]}a2v

< tx{E[UkP{kcj)Ul]}^-  ^  for k >  fc0.
C  K  C K

The last inequality about i?[||72(fc<7)||2] follows from: I  = P(ka)U^Uk+P{ka)P  J(0) > 

P(ka)U^Uk  and tr(Ai?) =  tr  (BA).  From (5.18), we have

E[\\§(ka)\\2} = E l W ^ k a )  + l 2 (ka)\\2} <  2{E[\\11(ka)\\2} + E[\\72(k a ) f } }

There are several interesting observations from Theorem 4 above:

• The assumptions in (Al) and (A2) imply that the noise vector v(ka)  is a white 

noise vector sequence with zero mean, time-varying but bounded variance. 

Assumption (A3) implies that the input is a persistently exciting signal such 

that the input-output data contain enough (rich) information from which the 

system parameters are identifiable.

• Theorem 4 shows that if the noise vector {v(ka)}  has a bounded variance, the 

parameter estimation error 0(ka) converges to zero at the rate of ^=.

• For identifying crosstalk functions in xDSL systems, we gather measurement 

input and output data. Therefore, according to (A3), we can compute c. Since 

po is chosen to be a large number (e.g., po = 106), taking k = L, the first term

^  2 A LxlP~ 1 (0 )]fr) , 2 n a2v
c2k2 ck

for k > ko.

This proves Theorem 4. □
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of fi(k<j) in Theorem 4 is small and can be neglected; so we have

“  " T I P

Note that no is known, and a 2  can be estimated by many existing methods.

• If the parameter estimation error is expected to be less than a preset small 

real number e, that is

£ P > r ) | | 2] < e .

Then based on the above analysis, we can approximately determine how large 

the data length k we should choose:

C £

• The error upper bound in Theorem 4 usually is not tight and hence is conser

vative. In fact, the true parameter estimation error is smaller than this upper 

bound f i(ka).

5.5 Illustrative Exam ples

This section shows the simulation results of crosstalk identification in the upstream 

direction (from the subscriber to the central office). The receiver of interest is 

assumed to be an ADSL modem. The crosstalk environment is set up as (shown in 

Figure 5.2):

•  One HDSL;

• One basic rate ISDN (BRI);

• One ADSL.

All twisted pairs are assumed to be 26-gauge (0.4 mm) [105]. In this example, 

we focus on the identification of NEXT as the dominant crosstalk signals are from
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Figure 5.2: A simple network model of multirate xDSL system for one primary 
ADSL receiver with NEXTs.

NEXT by HDSL and BRI. It should be noted that the proposed algorithm can also 

be applied to identify smaller FEXTs after identifying and cancelling NEXTs from 

the received signal [105].

Several important characteristics of DSLs are taken from ITU-T Recommenda

tion G.996.1 [46,105] and summarized in Table 5.1. The model for NEXT of different

Table 5.1: xDSL Characteristics

xDSL ADSL (up) BRI HDSL
Line code DMT 2B1Q 2B1Q

Sampling rate 
(ks/sec)

276 80 392

Sampling period 
( x l 0 - 6 sec)«

4 1 2 3

Power (dBm) 12.5 13.6 13.6

types of xDSLs can also be found in [46]. The model for NEXT is commonly known 

as the 1% worst-case model [34, 35, 46, 105]

It n e x t ( / ) I 2 *  i o - 14/ 3 /2 ,

and the interested NEXT function [46, 105] is

#N E X T (/)  =  PxD SL(/)TN E X T (/)i;fL P F (/) ’
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where H ^ p p ( f )  is the receiver low-pass filter and -PXD S L ^) a generic term for 

the transm itter filter response of BRIs, HDSLs and ADSLs. Please note that it is 

assumed that all crosstalk functions are of linear phase [105], and their orders are 

fixed. The characteristics of the crosstalk functions can be found in the literature, 

e.g., [46, 105]. The 1% worst case model refers to the power-sum crosstalk loss, i.e., 

the sum of the power losses of all the other pairs in the binder into the pair of interest. 

Each pair-to-pair coupling exhibits a wide variation of coupling strength versus 

frequency, and it is the power summing that smoothes and averages these variations 

thus leading to the power sum NEXT model [34, 35]. It is worth to point out the 

limitation of using this kind of model: For crosstalk identification, what is actually 

of interest is not the power-sum loss but the individual pair-to-pair NEXT crosstalk 

coupling losses. However, in order to focus on showing the idea and the effectiveness 

(by comparison) of the proposed multirate crosstalk identification algorithm, we still 

use the 1% worst case model in the illustrative simulation example.

As the primary ADSL channel function is assumed to be known, the problem 

reduces to a multirate 2-input-1-output structure (shown in Figure 5.3). In fact, the

Noise v

BRI
Transmitter

HDSL
Transmitter

Figure 5.3: A simple network model of multirate xDSL system for identifying 
NEXTs.

loop make-up of the channel between the ADSL transmitter and receiver may not be 

known exactly, which could bring errors in the crosstalk identification. Therefore, 

in practice, we may need to perform loop make-up identification for ADSL channel 

before crosstalk identification.
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Please note in Table 5.1, we approximately choose the sampling periods accord

ing to the sampling rates. In this case, a =  12. We first generate the following input 

and output data:

• {u2{12k)}, {us(3k)} and

• {V(4fc)}-

Here {u2(12k)} and {u:i(3k)} are taken as persistent excitation sequences with 

zero mean and unit variance, respectively, and {u} as a white noise sequence with 

zero mean and scaled unit variance. In order to evaluate the estimation accuracy 

we use the absolute parameter estimation error Sa — \\6(ka) — (9||. We denote the 

parameter estimation error upper bound as 6U =  y ' / i (ka).

Using the first 3000 samples of data, we apply the recursive least squares algo

rithm to estimate the parameter matrix 0 of the blocked system. Prom Figure 5.4,

0.5

Solid line: 6a vs. k: dotted line: 5U vs. k.

Figure 5.4: The absolute estimation error and its upper bound, 

it is clear that the absolute parameter estimation error Sa is in general becoming
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smaller as k increases. This indicates that more iterations lead to more accurate 

estimation results.

In order to compare our method with the resampling scheme used in [105], we 

apply the resampling method to our example:

1. Processing the data by using the resampling sine function [105]. Then the 

problem is approximately simplified to that of single-rate identification.

2. Using the least squares method to identify the crosstalk functions using the 

single-rate data [105].

3. Using the identified crosstalk functions to predict the sub-channel’s output:

4. Comparing the predicted outputs with the last 1000 samples of the generated 

output 2/3 . Also we define the following relative prediction error to evaluate 

the prediction performance:

The results are shown in Table 5.2. The comparison of the prediction performance 

Table 5.2: Prediction performance.

£3 ( 4  k).

Multirate model based Resampling method [105] 
recursive identification

Relative prediction error p 0.3026 0.5013

shows that recursive identification directly based on the multirate model outperforms 

the single-rate identification using the resampling scheme [105].
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5.6 Conclusion

Crosstalk is a major impairment of xDSL systems, which significantly limits the 

data rate and the reach of the twisted pairs. It is invaluable to identify the crosstalk 

functions for each pair and, thus, offer better services for more users. In this chapter, 

we studied the multirate crosstalk identification for the practical case when different 

services are operating in different symbol rate. We showed that the following are the 

fundamental problems involved: a) How to model the multirate network model of 

xDSL systems? and b) How to estimate the parameter estimation upper bound, and 

further determine the relationship between the data length and a preset parameter 

estimation error level? We posed and solved these problems by reference to a general 

multirate MISO network model. We believe that our work is novel in the sense that, 

to the best of our knowledge, it is the first to address the modelling and identification 

of the multirate network model in xDSL systems.

The approach from the multirate perspective proposed here is a kind of ex

ploratory work. Some future work are:

• It is worth to further develop new multirate identification algorithms with 

reduced computational complexity.

• In practice, the order of the crosstalk function of interest is unknown, how 

to simultaneously estimate the model order and parameters is an interesting 

topic.

• Important issues such as multirate crosstalk recognition, multirate crosstalk 

cancellation, and multirate dynamic spectrum management need further study.
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Chapter 6

Crosstalk Identification in xDSL  
System s with Unknown M odel 
Order
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6.1 Introduction

From the viewpoint of spectrum management for xDSL systems [80, 7], successful 

crosstalk identification and cancelation will improve the reliability, reach, and capac

ity of xDSL systems [7, 105, 80]. These advantages will translate into profits for the 

service providers. Recently, crosstalk identification in xDSL systems has attracted 

much attention due to the significant benefits of having an accurate description of 

all cable services [105, 80, 7]. A real-time FEXT crosstalk identification was studied 

in [65] by exploiting the initialization procedure of a newly activated modem. Zeng 

et al. [105] employed three techniques to identify FIR crosstalk functions among 

the twisted pairs of a binder: (1) the impartial third-party site idea was proposed to 

collect the transm itted and the received data from all modems during certain time 

span; (2) the cross-correlation method was used to estimate the timing differences 

between the crosstalk signals and the received signals; (3) a resampling scheme was 

employed to cope with the multirate services problem. However, we note that these 

crosstalk identification schemes all assumed prior knowledge of the model order for 

crosstalk functions. In many realistic situations, however, the model order is not 

known and must be estimated prior to solving the parameter estimation problem. 

In fact, the crosstalk model order determination plays an important role in dynamic 

spectrum management. In this chapter, we focus on the problem of identifying both 

the model order and the parameters of FIR crosstalk functions simultaneously.

Obviously, determining the model order is a key first step toward the goal of 

estimating the model parameters, and has attracted much attention, see [2, 3, 50, 1] 

and the references therein. Liang et al. [50] studied ARMA model order estima

tion based on the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. Al-Smadi et al. extended 

the method in [50] to the case of colored Gaussian noise. However, these pieces of 

work including the FPE (Final Prediction Error) criterion [2] and AIC (Akaike’s
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Information Criterion) [3] approaches put more emphasis on the order determina

tion problem, not on the parameter estimation. Moreover, they are not suitable for 

multi-channel cases. Based on the UDUT factorization technique, Niu et al. stud

ied the identification of model order and parameters for single-input-single-output 

(SISO) CARMA systems with the order descending. This requires choosing an ini

tial maximum possible order, which results in either higher computational burden 

for higher initial order than the true one, or inaccurate identification results for 

lower one. Levison and Durbin [33, 39] proposed the recursive method to compute 

Yule-Walker equations; however, it is only suitable for AR models. To the authors’ 

best knowledge, few publications have addressed identification algorithms of multi

channel crosstalk systems on estimating both model order and parameters, which is 

the focus of this work.

Briefly, this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 describes the problem 

formulation of the crosstalk identification in xDSL systems. In Section 6.3, we 

extend Levison and Durbin’s recursive idea to multi-channel crosstalk systems for 

simultaneously estimating the model order and parameters of FIR crosstalk func

tions. Section 6.4 presents an illustrative example to demonstrate the effectiveness 

of the proposed method. Finally, we offer some concluding remarks in Section 6.5.

6.2 Problem  Formulation

The focus of this chapter is on the identification of the crosstalk functions in the 

xDSL network -  a multi-channel crosstalk system with an additive noise, as depicted 

in Figure 6.1. u q ,  u \  , U2 , • • •, ur are signals to be transmitted, Go is the known 

transfer function of the primary channel, G j  (j = 1, • • • ,r )  the crosstalk functions, 

yn the measured output at the primary receiver, v the white noise, and r  the number 

of crosstalkers. We assume that the input data are resampled according to the clock
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Noise v

Receiver 0Transmitter 0

Transmitter 1

Transmitter r

Crosstalk 
filtering G

Channel

Crosstalk 
filtering Gr

Figure 6.1: The network model of xDSL systems for one primary receiver.

rate of the primary receiver. Since the primary channel response is known a priori, 

and thus yo can be obtained , we are actually to identify the multi-channel crosstalk 

system involving G\, G2, • • •, Gr using the collected input data u\, u2, ■ ■ ■, ur, and 

the computed output y := vr — yo-

W ithout loss of generality, the crosstalk functions can be expressed by

Gj{z) = gj0  +  9 j i z ~ l + gj2z~2 +  • ■ •, j  = 1, 2, • • •, r.

Then it is easy to represent the measured output as:

r
y (k) =  +

j= i
r 0 0

=  J 2 J 2 9 j iZ ~ lUj(k) +  v(k) 
j = 1 i=0 

r 0 0

= ^ Z ^ Z d j i U j i k - i ) +  v{k).
j=1 i=0

In theory, the HR model with infinite higher order is the best way to characterize 

the crosstalk scenario, whereas it is hard to determine infinite number of parameters 

because of computational complexity. Therefore, it is common to assume that the
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number of parameters of each crosstalk is limited and given [105, 65]. If the number 

of parameters for each crosstalk is N + l ,  then it is equivalent to represent the output 

as:
r N

y (k) = ^ ^ b i r + j U j i k  -  i) + v(k).
j =1 *=0

In practice, however, not only the parameters of the crosstalk functions, but also 

the model order are unknown. The drawback of assuming known order is obvious: 

On one hand, if the assumed order is lower than the true one, the identified crosstalk 

profiles will not characterize the true crosstalk scenario in the xDSL network; on the 

other hand, if higher, the computational complexity will inevitably increase. To this 

end, an important problem in crosstalk identification is still open: How to choose 

the appropriate model order?

In this work, by means of Levison and Durbin’s idea [33, 39], we develop a recur

sive algorithm for identifying the multi-channel crosstalk system in xDSL network. 

Our objective is two-fold:

• First, simultaneously estimate the appropriate model order and the parame

ters of the FIR crosstalk functions by recursively increasing the number of 

parameters involved.

• Second, reduce the computational complexity of the identification algorithm, 

which motivate us to develop a recursive algorithm.

6.3 A  R ecursive A lgorithm

In this section, we derive a recursive algorithm to identify the model order and 

parameters of the FIR crosstalk functions simultaneously, as the number of all pa

rameters involved increases.
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Let p be the data length (p N ), define (for some fixed I)

Y  =

2 / ( 0 v(l)
y(i + 1 ) v(l + 1 )

, v  =

_ y ( l + p -  1 ) _ _ v(l + p — 1 )

U j ( l  -  i )

U j ( l  —  i  +  1 )

U j { l  —  i  +  p  —  1 )

, i  =  0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , • • •, j  = 1,2, • • • ,r,

and, further define the data matrix as:

Hn+l = [xi, x 2, • • •, xn+i] e  EPx(n+1) 

=  \Hn, 2 :^+1 ] . (6 .1)

Here, note that H\ =  x \. Group the parameters of all the crosstalk functions (FIR) 

in the following vector

— [&lj ^2) ^3 j ' ' ' > ^n] j

where n  is the total number of all the parameters involved. Then the measured 

output can be further written as:

Y  =  Hn6n +  V. (6 .2 )

In accordance with (6.2), define a quadratic cost function -  the prediction error 

criterion

J(0n) =  \\Y -  H j n ||2, (6.3)

where ||X | | 2  =  tr [X X T]. Minimizing J(0n) leads to the following least squares 

solution [53]:

§n = (H ^H n)~1H jY .  (6.4)

Observing the least squares solution in (6.4), it is natural and common to suggest

an iterative algorithm (as depicted in Figure 6.2) to search an appropriate model
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the parameters 

by Equation (4)
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error by Equation (3) Increment « by 1

J(0.) 
Small enough?

Obtain the model order and 
the estimated parameters

Figure 6.2: An iterative algorithm with high computational burden.

order. However, it is obvious that the calculation of the inversion of a matrix is 

needed for different n in each iteration, which greatly increases the computational 

burden if n  is large. Therefore, we are aiming to develop a recursive algorithm that 

can not only estimate model order and parameters simultaneously, but also have
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less computational complexity.

In order to derive the recursive algorithm, we introduce the matrix inversion 

Lemma first.

Lem m a 4 [105] Let A  be a square matrix partitioned as followed

A  := M i  M 2 

M i  M 2

where A n  and A 2 2  are also square matrices. I f  A  and A n  are nonsingular, then

A f t  +  A ^ A 12T - 1A2i A ^  - A ^ A u T - 1'  + 1 A\2 - 1

M i M 2 - T ~ yA 2i A 11

where

T  := A 2 2  — A 2iA t ]Ai2-

Defining the data product moment matrix

Sn = H%Hn ,

we have the following recursive relation:

^n+l =  [Hn, ^n+l] \LInt 2-71+ 1 ] =

where (3n+i := x n+ix n+i is a scalar. Directly applying Lemma 4, we can obtain the 

inversion

r  S n  1 “ f  R n + l X ^ + i H n + l S n  1 —  R n + l  ( 6  6 )

x n + l ^ n

Hn x n+i
P n + l

(6.5)

q - l  _  
n + 1  — - ^ + 1 a 71+1

where Rn+i '■= Sn 1H ^ x n+ia nh ,  and a n + 1 := (3n+1 -  x ^ ^ H n + iS ^ H ^ X n + i-  

From (6.4) and (6 .6 ), we can get the recursive formula for 0n+\.

0 n + 1 =  S n l ^ H n ,  xn+1]IYn+1

1 - ^ n + l ^ n + l - ^ ^ + l ^ n  1 “ - ^ n + l

—-^n+1 a 7i+l

S - l HnY  -  R n+ xxl+ ^Y  -  H n+1en)
x n + l M  ~  H n 0 n ) O L n + l

On -  R n + lx l+i { Y -  H n+i0n)
x n + 1 ( ^  —  H n 0 n ) a n + l

H i
71+1 .

(6.7)
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W ith this recursive formula for 0n+1 , we are free from calculating the inversion 

of a matrix in each iteration, and thus, the computational complexity is greatly 

reduced. In order to determine the appropriate model order, we still need another 

recursive formula for evaluating the prediction error. Recall the prediction error 

criterion in (6.3) and rewrite it as:

J0n) = \ \ Y - H j n \\2 

= \ \ Y - H n{H ^H n) - l H ^Y \\2 

= Y t [I -  Hn{HnHn)~l Hn]Y. (6 .8 )

Substituting (6.6) into (6.8) gives rise to the recursive formula for Jn+i- 

J(9n+1) =  Y T [ I - H n+1(H^+1H n+1r 1H ^ 1}Y

+  R n + \ x n + \ H n + \ S n  — R , j - | - i=  Y L { l - [ H n, x n+1]
- * E f i a ,- l

n + 1

=  J(9n) -  Y ^ H n S ^ H ^ n ^ a ^ x U i H n S ^ H ^ Y  

—Y T H nS ~ 1H nX n+ia~+1Xn+1Y  -  Y T Qn+1Y

=  J0n)

x n+1

-O nHn xn+\an+lx n+lHn9n -  6* Hn x n+1a n+lx n+1Y  -  Y  Qn+1Y, (6.9)

where Qn+1 := x n+iR n+i H l  -  X n + i x ^ a ^ .

To summarize, we list the steps involved in recursively computing 0n and J(0n) 

as n  increases:

1 Select data length p and a fixed integer I, collect the input-output data {u(k), y(k)}.

2 To initialize, let the number of parameters of all FIR crosstalk functions be n  =

1, and 9\ = ( x jx i) ~ 1xJ'Y  and J(9\) =  \\Y—H\9\\\2 = Y T ( /  — xi(xi'a ;i)_1xj') Y .

3 By using (6.7) and (6.9), compute 9n+\ and J ( 9n+\) .
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4 Compare J(6n+1 ) with J(6n): if they are sufficiently close, or for some pre-set 

small e, if

| J ( 0 n + l )  -  J0n)  | ^  .
J{9n)

terminate the procedure and obtain the appropriate total number of parame

ters n  and the parameters’ estimate 6n\ otherwise, increment n by 1 and go 

to step 3.

R em arks:

1. Equations (6.7) and (6.9) provide a simple means of estimating crosstalk func

tion parameters of length (n +  1) given the estimated parameters of length 

n. Starting from n =  1, we can recursively compute the parameter estimates 

9n and the prediction error J(Qn) by increasing n until the appropriate order 

is determined. This facility is one of the prime advantages of this recursive 

algorithm.

2. In the above recursive algorithm, in order to avoid calculating matrix inversion, 

the order of each crosstalk function is increased by 1 from the 1st channel to 

the r th  channel within each iteration. When the iteration terminates, the 

model order of the crosstalk functions can be estimated as (fy]] +  l) , where 

[y] represents the largest integer number less than y.

6.4 Num erical Exam ple

This section shows the simulation results of crosstalk identification in the upstream 

direction (from the subscriber to the central office). The receiver of interest is as

sumed to be an ADSL modem. We assume that the input data are already resampled 

according to the clock rate of the primary receiver. The crosstalk environment is 

set up as follows:
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• One HDSL;

• One basic rate ISDN (BRI);

• One ADSL.

All twisted pairs are assumed to be 26-gauge (0.4 mm) and 9000-feet (2744 m) long

[105]. In this example, we focus on the identification of NEXT as the dominant 

crosstalk signals are from NEXT by HDSL and BRI. Several important charac

teristics of DSLs are taken from ITU-T Recommendation G.996.1 [46, 105] and 

summarized in Table 6.4. The model for NEXT of different types of xDSLs can also

Table 6.1: xDSL Characteristics.
xDSL ADSL (up) BRL HDSL

Line code DMT 2B1Q 2B1Q
Sampling rate 

(ks/sec)
276 80 392

Power (dBm) 12.5 13.6 13.6

be found in [46].

As the primary ADSL channel function is assumed to be known, the problem 

is a two-channel crosstalk system. We first collect the following input and output 

data with data length p = 1000:

• (ui(fc)}, {u2 (fc)} and

• {s/(fc)}-

Here (uj (k ) } and {v,2 (k)} are taken as persistent excitation sequences with zero 

mean and unit variance, respectively, and (u(fc)} as a zero mean white noise se

quence. In order to evaluate the estimation accuracy we use the following metric 

(relative parameter estimation error):
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Sa =  ||6n — 91| is the absolute parameter estimation error.

To initialize the recursive algorithm, we start with n =  1 and pre-set e =  10” 3. 

Figure 6.3 depicts that J(6n) is decreasing when n increases. The algorithm termi-

0.35

0.3

0.25

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0
52 54 56 58 6044 46 48 50

Figure 6.3: The cost function J(6n) vs. the number of involved parameters n.

nates at n = 60. When n = 60, 8 = 0.0136. Therefore, the determined model order 

of crosstalk functions i s [ ^ ] + l  =  31.

6.5 Conclusion

Crosstalk is a major impairment of xDSL systems, which significantly limits the 

data rate and the reach of the twisted pairs. It is invaluable to identify the crosstalk 

functions for each pair and, thus, offer better services for more users. In this chapter, 

we developed a recursive algorithm to identify the model order and parameters of the 

crosstalk functions for multi-channel xDSL systems, simultaneously and effectively.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
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In this thesis, we have investigated design and estimation for multirate DSP 

and communication systems. This chapter summarizes the results reported in this 

thesis, and proposes some possible future research directions.

7.1 Conclusions

We have studied the problem of optimal design of filter bank-based transceivers. 

We proposed quantities to measure various distortions for this kind of multirate 

system. We also introduced a composite distortion that captures all distortions. 

Finally, by incorporating two important practical issues, the noise suppression and 

filter bandlimiting property, we developed an iterative design procedure. At each 

iteration, the least squares solution is found, thus the final transm itter and receiver 

filters can be obtained with relative ease.

Uniform and nonuniform transmultiplexer design problems have also been con

sidered. The main contribution is the incorporation of stopband energy and pass- 

band magnitude constraints directly in the design optimization, thus making an 

important step forward in addressing practical issues about frequency selectivity. 

The design procedure proposed considers both signal reconstruction and filter char

acteristics.

Unlike most existing transmultiplexer design methods with fixed filter length, 

we have proposed an efficient recursive method to design parameters and length of 

involved filters simultaneously: It recursively computes the parameters of the filters 

involved and evaluates the related 2-norm based composite distortion measure for 

different filter length, and thus, it can not only achieve close-to-perfect reconstruc

tion but also obtain the most appropriate filter length. By this method, we can 

obtain a good tradeoff between the reconstruction property and the implementation
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cost of the designed transmulitplexer.

The other part of the thesis deals with the crosstalk identification for xDSL 

systems. We studied the multirate crosstalk identification for the practical case 

when different services are operating in different sampling rates. It is shown that 

the following are the fundamental problems involved: a) How to model the multirate 

network model of xDSL systems? and b) How to estimate the parameter estimation 

error upper bound, and further determine the relationship between the data length 

and a preset parameter estimation error level? We have posed and solved these 

problems by reference to a general multirate MISO network model. We believe that 

our work is novel in the sense that, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first to 

address the modeling and identification of the multirate network model in xDSL 

systems.

We have also studied the xDSL crosstalk identification with unknown model 

order. A recursive algorithm has been developed to identify the model order and 

parameters of the crosstalk functions for multi-channel xDSL systems, simultane

ously and efficiently.

In the following section, we give some possible future research directions.

7.2 Future Work

Indeed, even though present design and estimation algorithms for m ultirate DSP 

and communication systems go a long way in facilitating reliable applications, in 

many aspects the research in this area is still at the beginning. We propose some 

future research topics.

• Most existing filterbank design methods are based on infinite precision arith

metic, and therefore lead to filters that cannot be readily implemented with
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microprocessors. Such infinite precision filters have to be transformed into 

finite precision filters using techniques such as coefficient quantization and 

rounding before they can be implemented with hardware. This leads to two 

problems: (1) First, the likely sacrifice of filter performance because of the 

deviation from the infinite precision filter (which can be partially overcome by 

increasing the level of precision, although practical applications have a limit to 

the allowed wordlength); (2) second, the use of more bits tends to exacerbate 

the cost and complexity of hardware implementation. Hence, it is interesting 

to design filterbanks with FIR filters whose coefficients are restricted to a sum 

of signed powers of two (POT). This feature allows the filters to be imple

mented with simple adders and shifters only, eliminating the need to use any 

multipliers whose contribution to the cost and complexity is often great. This 

type of filterbanks is desirable in applications with high data rates as well as 

in portable computing and wireless communication applications. The design 

will be formulated as an integer programming problem under the framework 

of model matching.

• On another practical side, generalization of a DMT system can be obtained by 

using nonuniform filterbanks, and lower filter order and complexity are always 

required in many applications. It would be interesting to further study the 

design of nonuniform filterbanks with designable filter length, and apply it to 

the DMT system. In order to develop an efficient algorithm to simultaneously 

design both filter parameters and filter length, the structural constraint of 

nonuniform filterbanks would be a challenging issue.

•  The performance of a transmultiplexer system is affected significantly by both 

the properties of the individual analysis and synthesis filters as well as by the 

structure and quality of the overall transmultiplexer system. In this thesis,
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we have incorporated the frequency-domain properties of the analysis and 

synthesis filters into the transmultiplexer design. On the other hand, time- 

domain specifications are normally used to indicate certain requirements on 

the transient response, such as the pulse-shape requirement in digital data 

transmission systems, which is formulated in terms of envelope constraints. 

The envelope constraints on time-domain signals have significant applications 

in communication systems. It is, therefore, our interest to develop an algorithm 

that can simultaneously incorporate both frequency-domain and time-domain 

constraints into the design.

• To improve the xDSL service performance, methods are needed for the xDSL 

receiver to cancel or mitigate the impact of the crosstalk from other types 

of services. However, like xDSL crosstalk identification, most existing works 

were developed along the line of using approximate single-rate xDSL model 

for crosstalk cancellation. Hence, it would be interesting to develop multi

rate xDSL crosstalk cancellation methods that can directly characterize the 

multirate nature of xDSL systems.
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